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Abstract
Vehicles and autonomous systems can strongly benefit from the exchange of information. For
instance, vehicles can inform each other about accidents, such that a detour can be found in time.
The challenge of information exchange between autonomous systems is that there are different
types of systems which want to share information. Each system type has specific requirements
for its information, i.e. one system is interested in a particular kind of information whereas other
systems may be interested in different information. Another challenge is that information often
gets invalid after a specific time or due to some other invalidation criteria (e.g. leaving the road
on which an accident happened). Systems are not interested in such information any more, i.e.
it is not necessary to share invalid information. So it is required to not share all information
that is available between systems, instead autonomous systems should be able to decide which
kind of information to exchange. This thesis is working towards a solution for these challenges,
i.e. a software framework is implemented that allows autonomous systems to exchange different
types of information and also to restrict that exchange (i.e. avoid unnecessary communication).
The implemented software will be referred as Information Management Framework (IMF) and
it provides mechanisms to control sharing of information between these systems. The framework enables communication between different types of autonomous systems. Moving robot
systems like rovers are often equipped with the robot operating system (ROS) as hardware abstraction layer to gather data from hardware sensors. Therefore the IMF supports the exchange
of data with ROS by implemented software modules using the functionality of inter-process
communication (IPC). Information generated by ROS software modules or which is needed by
ROS software modules for computation or the operation of actuators is exchanged with the IMF
on the one hand. On the other hand, this information can be shared with the IMF of other
autonomous systems connected to the network. Information is stored on each system after generating or after receiving from other systems as long as it is valid and needed by the system.
This means that each kind of information has a dedicated lifetime. It is essential for systems to
not only share as much information as possible and exhaust the network capacity, instead the
framework provides a way to control the information flow (i.e. only exchange information that
might be beneficial for other systems). Finally, different experiments have been conducted to
demonstrate the applicability of the IMF for real usage scenarios.
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Kurzfassung
Fahrzeuge und autonome Systeme können stark vom Austausch von Informationen profitieren.
Beispielsweise können Fahrzeuge einander über Unfälle informieren, so dass eine Umfahrung
in Zeit gefunden werden kann. Die Herausforderung für den Informationsaustausch zwischen
autonomen Systemen ist, dass Informationen zwischen unterschiedlichen Systemtypen ausgetauscht werden. Jeder Systemtyp hat spezifische Anforderungen an seine Informationen, d.h. ein
System interessiert sich für eine bestimmte Art von Informationen, während sich andere Systeme für anderweitige Informationen interessieren. Eine weitere Herausforderung ist, dass die
Informationen oft nach einer bestimmten Zeit oder aufgrund von einigen anderen Ungültigkeitskriterien (z.B. das Verlassen der Straße, auf der ein Unfall passiert ist) ungültig werden. Systeme
sind an solch ungültigen Information nicht mehr interessiert, d.h. ungültige Informationen sollen
nicht ausgetauscht werden. Deshalb ist es notwendig, nicht alle verfügbaren Informationen zwischen Systemen zu teilen. Vielmehr sollte jedes autonome System in der Lage sein selbst zu entscheiden welche Information ausgetauscht werden sollen. Diese Diplomarbeit arbeitet an einer
Lösung dieser Herausforderungen, d.h. ein Software-Framework wird implementiert, welches
es autonomen Systemen erlaubt verschiedene Arten von Informationen zu teilen und weiters
diesen Datenaustausch zu beschränken (d.h. unnötige Kommunikation vermeiden). Die implementierte Software wird als Information Management Framework (IMF) bezeichnet und stellt
Mechanismen zur Verfügung, um einen kontrollierten Datenaustausch zwischen diesen Systemen zu ermöglichen. Das Framework bietet dabei die Möglichkeit einer Kommunikation zwischen unterschiedlichen Systemtypen. Mobile Roboter, wie z.B. fahrende Rover, sind sehr oft
mit dem Roboter-Betriebsystem (ROS) ausgestattet, welches als Hardware-Abstraktionsschicht
dient und Daten von Hardware-Sensoren sammelt und aufbereitet. Daher unterstützt das IMF
den Datenaustausch zu ROS durch implementierte Software-Module, welche die Funktionen der
Interprozesskommunikation (IPC) nutzen. Informationen, welche von ROS Modulen generiert
werden oder von ROS Modulen für Berechnungen oder das Betreiben von Aktuatoren benötigt
werden, werden einerseits mit dem IMF ausgetauscht. Andererseits können diese Informationen
mit den IMFs anderer autonomer Systeme geteilt werden, die an das Netzwerk angeschlossen
sind. Informationen werden nach Generierung oder nach Empfang von anderen Systemen auf
jedem Gerät nur solange gespeichert, solange sie gültig sind und vom System selbst benötigt
werden. Das bedeutet, dass jede Art von Informationen eine eigene Gültigkeitszeit hat. Es ist für
Systeme wesentlich nicht nur so viele Informationen wie möglich ständig im Netzwerk zu teilen
und damit die Grenzen der Netzwerkkapazität zu erreichen, vielmehr bietet das Framework die
Möglichkeit den Informationsfluss zu steuern, d.h. es werden nur Informationen ausgetauscht
vii

die für andere Systeme nützlich sein könnten. Schließlich werden verschiedene Experimente
durchgeführt, um die Anwendbarkeit des IMF für reale Szenarien zu demonstrieren.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
1.1

Problem description

Todays vehicles comprise many built-in systems, which are designed to help and support drivers.
If it starts raining, sensors should indicate such weather changes to the driver and warn him. If
the car is on a highway and is too close to the car in front, then again there are sensors which
inform the driver about the actual situation. On the one hand such systems are connected to the
environment, where they observe their data. Cars for instance act as autonomous systems that
get information from their sensors, but this information is typically limited to the actual location.
An example of the network of sensors and actuators of an actual car are illustrated by Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Sensor network of a Mercedes car [4]
On the other hand, this gathered information can be useful for other systems as well. Hence it
has to be communicated to systems which might benefit from this information. Imagine to drive
in a 10 km tunnel and an accident actually happens 2 km ahead. This could also be a very im1

1

portant information for the driver even before entering the tunnel. Oncoming cars could already
have recognized this accident and inform all other cars about that incident.
Thus, communication between autonomous systems and exchange of such information is important. In future most autonomous systems will be connected together. Cars communicate with
cars or with other road side units like road signs or traffic lights. This is often mentioned as
inter-vehicle communication (IVC) or V2X communication [22].
IVC is a way to make driving more comfortable for the driver and also provide safe driving.
This is done by sharing information that can be useful for other systems on a network of on
board units (OBU) and road side units (RSU). New information (e.g. location, moving direction, speed, etc.) is broadcasted periodically by each autonomous system and received by other
systems.
Such received information can be used in vehicles to alert, advise and navigate drivers, making
them aware of the existence of other vehicles within proximity. There are various situations
where such applications are important [38].
For example, when a driver is approaching an intersection, the driver is not aware of vehicles that
are also approaching the same intersection from another direction. In this situation the driver
can be informed by the system about approaching vehicles to prevent crash scenarios.
Another example are rapidly changing weather conditions. In Northern Europe and in the Alpine
regions a lot of accidents happen due to hazardous weather conditions. Especially the risk of
accidents increases during wintry weather conditions. The main factor is often snowfall in combination with worsening driving conditions through decreased road surface friction and reduced
visibility. This was the case in Helsinki in March 2005 where three people lost their life and
more than 60 people where injured [14]. During the morning rush Helsinki was affected by an
intensive snowfall followed by freezing drizzle. For drivers the situation becomes very dangerous when there is a combination of slippery road conditions and poor visability, especially if this
reduction of visibility occurs suddenly. The event caused severe pile-ups on the highways with
almost 300 crashed cars.
Although the hazardous driving conditions were forecasted by the Finnish Meteorological Institute already a day before the accident, but there were no methods to deliver road condition
and accident information to all vehicles, and thus to safe human lifes. Later on, several types
of solutions have been designed to improve traffic safety. For instance, informing drivers earlier
by RSUs, which process weather information and forecasts, or by other intelligent systems will
help preventing such accidents [15]. Figure 1.2 shows a car gathering such kind of information
from outside.
Communication between autonomous systems is important to not only prevent accidents and
improve driving of cars, but also to make working with autonomous systems easier, more comfortable and safer for the user. In days of the internet-of-things where every electronic device
must be reachable everywhere, there is a rising trend for sharing information between all systems.
At the moment a generic method, that allows autonomous systems to exchange different types
of information and also control that exchange (i.e. systems only exchange information of their
2

Figure 1.2: Information sharing between vehicles [6]

interest), does not exist. Each system in a network of systems should be able to decide which
kind of information to exchange. Information is stored after receiving on each system as long as
it is valid and needed by the system. The received data should also be compatible with the data
provided by the systems’ hardware. In particular, applications should interact with the underlying hardware abstraction layer like the Robot operating system (ROS). ROS is running on many
robot systems and provides data from input peripherals and put data to output peripherals. So
data provided by ROS, for example, must be compatible with data received from other systems
and is also stored on the system.
This thesis is working towards a solution, i.e. a framework will be implemented which allows
autonomous systems to control the exchange of their data. The result of this work should be a
special software framework running on each autonomous system and be able to communicate
with other autonomous systems. It should also be able to communicate and share information
with underlying hardware abstraction layers, especially the framework should fully interact with
ROS. To show that all requirements are met by the software, it is evaluated by experiments and
tested on real robots at the end of that work.

1.2

Outline

In this thesis patterns for sharing information between autonomous systems are worked out
followed by an implementation of a generic software framework for a controlled exchange of
information.
It starts with basic concepts in Chapter 2 for better understanding of this thesis. Chapter 3
gives an overview on actual standards in IVC and projects of companies and universities, which
are actual working in the field of IVC. Chapter 4 discusses theoretical concepts regarding information sharing between autonomous systems, their system types, groups and networks of
autonomous systems. The implementation of the communication framework is presented in
Chapter 5, whereas Chapter 6 outlines experiments and evaluations. Chapter 7 summarizes the
3

main results of this thesis.

4

CHAPTER

Basic concepts
For better understanding of this thesis it is required to know the term of information and also
the types of communication mechanisms between intelligent autonomous systems for further
reading. It is also necessary to understand why communication between vehicles is needed.
These basic concepts are explained in this chapter.

2.1
2.1.1

Information
The concept of information

A bitstream with a length of 200 bits transmitted over a copper wire does not mean to have any
information by itself, instead it is seen as a list of bits, bytes or data. Interpreting the semantics of
this bitstream creates information where systems can react on, but it is also possible that various
systems will interpret such a bitstream differently, or even cannot produce information out of
that at all.
In a more philosophic way information can be seen as the result of a process in which the system
exhibits changes in its state, or in its output, that is, changes which are due to the system. In
other words, if the system is organising itself at any level, information is created. Information
is always new, so the production of new information cannot be a predictable process. Systems
don’t get anything out of a priori known information [12].

2.1.2

Systems, components and nodes

Connecting systems together can lead to an exchange of data and therefore implies the production of information. Such information depends on external influences, systems with no external
influences usually cannot produce information [11].
A component is the smallest hardware system or subsystem which acts on its own. One or more
components connected together build a system. Connected components, especially when com5
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municating via a bus network, are often called nodes of the network. Every system acts and
reacts in a network of systems which again can be seen as one big system.

2.1.3

Real-time information

Information is only valid under certain circumstances, especially real-time data loses its validity
as time progresses.
The temporal accuracy of information denotes the relationship between a real-time entity and its
associated observations. Temporal accurate means that the information must have been observed
at most in the declared accuracy interval. Real-time information sent from one system to the
other one must be accurate, i.e. the clocks of both systems must be synchronized, otherwise the
information may be not valid any more [16].

2.2

Information Push vs. Information Pull

Two methods are available to handle the exchange of information between a sender interface
and the interface of a receiving component:
• Information push: The information producer controls the information flow. Sending the
message can raise an interrupt at the consumer system and force the consumer to act on
the message.
• Information pull: In this case the data flow is controlled by the consuming system. It
requests information when required and waits for a reply.
Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The information pull strategy should be
used when working with independent systems, because each system controls its own information
flow. Pulling information has the drawback of a delay time when waiting for a response message.
When this delay time is not applicable (e.g. when using real-time systems with hard deadlines),
the information push strategy is used [17].
Both methods are illustrated and compared in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: a) information push; b) information pull [17]

2.3

State-Information vs. Event-Information

Information exchanged between two systems across a specified interface is either state information or event information [19].
6

• State information contains the full value of information (= state of the system) to a specified timestamp of its observation. So each instant of time can be associated with a full
state.
Example: At 10:25 the outer temperature was 23◦ C.
• A change of a state that occurs at a particular time is called an event. Event information
contains the difference between the state before and the state after the event.
Example: At 10:25 the outer temperature changed by 1◦ C.

The important difference between these two types of information is that event information only
consits of the state change, whereas state information contains the full state. So event information implies an exactly-once semantics, i.e. each state change must exactly transmitted once and
the consumer must read the messages in the right order. State information follows the behaviour
of an at least-once semantics, i.e. messages with state information can be sent twice and also
processed by the receiver in a different order [17].

2.4

Sporadic & periodic observations

Observing information in a periodical or sporadic way are two approaches for defining the behaviour of a dynamic environment. State information is usually observed at predefined instants
of time and so has a periodic behaviour. Changes of the state (= event information) are relevant to transmit when they occur. Significant events normally occur sporadic, i.e. events are
observations between two subsequent instants of time [17].

2.5

Service-oriented Architecture

A service is a function, that is well-defined, self-contained, and does not depend on the context
or state of other services. It’s an added value for software or even hardware components. If a
component offers a special service, it provides extended functionality. For the rest of this thesis
when writing about services, only software services are meant [3].
A service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a software design method where the whole application is working via services. These services communicate with each other. Many big software
frameworks follow this SOA approach and provide a lot of services, where every service has a
dedicated task and is available via an interface [20].
The methods for communication between services in a software framework are either the method
of publish/subscribe or request/reply. Publish means to provide information for other services,
whereas any service can subscribe to this information and use it. Publish/subscribe is a very
flexible communication paradigm, but its many-to-many, one-way transport is not appropriate
for request/reply interactions, which are often required in a distributed system.
7

2.6

Data Warehouse

Big software platforms usually have the need for databases to store information. A single
database table corresponds to some entity in the real world. A data warehouse (DWH) consists of many of related relational database tables and has the goal to join data together in any
thinkable combination in order to satisfy any possible information request of an user [36].

Figure 2.2: Example data-warehouse system
So a DWH or information warehouse is a big database which collects data from different sources
and stores them in one unified format. The DWH also has to manage its data, i.e. join relevant
data together, update data and remove it when it’s not needed any more.
All relevant information for each system is stored in its DWH. Information which is not included
in the DWH is either not necessary for the systems’ workflow or hasn’t been received yet. Figure 2.2 shows a DWH collecting data from source systems, managing the collected information
in a central database and providing all information to various destination systems.

2.7

V2X communication

IVC or vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication is an automobile technology with the ability
to allow cars to “talk” to each other. IVC uses the same technique as mobile ad hoc networks
(within the 5.9 GHz band), where vehicles can construct networks without the need for any
infrastructures. Such intelligent vehicles exchanging data are called intelligent transport systems (ITS), but there are much more devices categorised as ITS than only cars [34].
The network devices of moving systems like vehicles are called OBU. Other fixed devices like
intelligent traffic lights or signs of motorways are classified as RSU. Both types of ITS are
needed for sharing data along roads, provide necessary information for drivers and are combined in the topic of V2X communication [21].
Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) is also a synomyn for a communication between cars and other
roadside devices which is often used by U.S. research institutes. The basic idea of V2X communications is to provide cooperative and communications-based applications designed to assist
vehicle operators to avoid vehicular crashes. Vehicles use their interfaces to other systems to
gather information and provide driver warnings of imminent crash scenarios [31].

8

CHAPTER

Related Work
3.1

V2X communication

In future, information exchange between vehicles will become very important for driver assistence. As this type of information exchange is quite challenging, but also promising, many
studies already exist about IVC protocols to provide safe and comfortable driving. Research is
done in the field of intelligent systems and networks of intelligent systems, but only little work
exists about sharing information, handling of information and managing various types of stored
information.

3.1.1

Articles

Many articles were published in the last two years on websites, which all deal with the topic of
“speaking cars”. One particular article describes the content of the last ITS World congress [41],
one of the biggest congresses about intelligent transport systems (ITS), which took place in
Vienna this year. The ITS World promotes and showcases ITS technologies and focuses on
three key services that an ITS must provide:
Common traffic graph: The base should be a central stored map consisting of the whole transport map and all ITS. This map should always be up-to-date and represents the traffic
situation. It can be used for navigation and routing of cars, so no more navigation systems
are necessary any more.
Multimodal traffic information: A service which displays information and warnings to the
user about the current traffic sitation. It should provide tips during driving, so that it helps
the driver making better and faster decisions. It also evaluates and displays forecasts of
changing weather conditions and also upcoming traffic situations.
9
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Cooperative systems: The most challenging service deals with systems communicating with
each other. Each car gathers information and should transmit its data into the traffic network system such that all other ITS know this information. At the moment there are a lot
of cameras at intersections and in tunnels to monitor the traffic flow. To identify traffic
jams and inform drivers there is also the Traffic Message Channel (TMC) which delivers
traffic and travel information by using FM radio broadcasts. But there is no system which
automatically checks incidents and events, calculates and evaluates the impact and then
informs all affected vehicles.
In October 2013 a new chip for cars to communicate with each other was presented by NXP.
The dutch company establishes the need for a faster exchange of information to provide a better
control of the traffic flow. For instance, two cars are driving the same direction and the front
car brakes hard due to an emergency braking situation. The second car is warned to avoid an
accident. According to their last announcement, they are actually researching and implementing
a new wireless technology, because for very high vehicle velocities conventional wireless technologies such as WLAN would be too slow [26].
When speaking about ITS, nodes either denote vehicles (OBU) or roadside units (RSU). Node
velocity may range from zero for stationary RSUs to over 200 km/h for OBUs on highways. For
instance, taking WLAN as wireless communication technology with a theoretical transmission
range of 300 m and two nodes driving in the opposite directions with a speed of 90 km/h each.
Then communication is possible for about 12 seconds [35].

3.1.2

Communication standards

At the moment a lot of organisations are doing research in the field of V2X communication.
One of the important V2X-researchers is the Research and Innovative Technology Administration (RITA). RITA is a unit of the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) and was created
in 2005 to advance transportation science and technology and also to establish standards for
V2X communication like the IEEE 802.11p [30], described later in this section.
One project of USDOT is Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC), which includes
Bluetooth and the 802.11p standard. DSRC is a special transport technology for transmission of
data between small (often moving) transponders. It makes use of the licensed ITS-band of 5.9
GHz [31] in the U.S. and of the 5.8 GHz ISM-band in Europe. DSRC is already used in Europe
and Japan for electronic toll collection [28].
IEEE 802.11p is an extension of the well-known 802.11 standard (the basis of products marketed
as Wi-Fi) to improve WLAN technology in cars and provide an reliable interface for applications
of ITS. The standard is also known as Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) and
includes data exchange between high-speed vehicles and between the vehicles and the roadside
infrastructure [2].
All standards for building a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), especially the 802.11p standard,
are included in the IEEE 1609 Family. The goal of the IEEE 1609 Working Group is to define an
architecture and a complementary, standardized set of services and interfaces that collectively
enable secure vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) wireless communi10

cations. Together these standards are designed to provide the foundation for a broad range of
applications in the transportation environment, including vehicle safety, automated tolling, enhanced navigation, traffic management and many others [1].
Another group also working together with RITA is the CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium. This consortium works on the development of an open European standard for ITS and
wants to push the harmonisation of C2C communication standards world-wide. In their last paper “The C2C-CC manifesto” they summerized all standards and listed many use cases of todays
traffic life for safety, traffic efficiency and infotainment for direct interacting with the driver [7].

3.1.3

Information sharing

A vehicle can only share information if it is connected to other vehicles. Often information is
generated in vehicles which are far away in case of an accident. To share information over long
distances, multiple vehicles connected together are necessary. Paper [42] presented a way to
enable vehicles to support long-time communication by using parked vehicles as repeater nodes.
In particular they proposed a parking-based data dissemination scheme, which makes use of
roadside parking cars for information exchange in urban areas. To do so parked vehicles are
categorized into different clusters to implement an effective routing scheme to distribute data.
Another interesting scenario listed in this paper is when a group of cars meet another oncoming
group of cars. In this case not all cars are exchanging their data, instead only one car at the
head of the group has the control of data exchange. Merging of such two groups of vehicles
is described in [40]. A platoon or group of cars driving in the same direction is mapped onto
one virtual vehicle in order to achieve longitudinal control of the vehicles. Data exchange can be
done from outside with this virtual vehicle. For generation of such a virtual vehicle (i.e. merging
of cars to one group) they distinguished between three cases: A vehicle from a sub lane merges
into the group after the last vehicle in the platoon, or the vehicle merges before the lead of the
platoon, or it merges between the other cars of the platoon. After generating a virtual vehicle the
authors speak about intra-platoon communication (for communication between the cars of the
same group) or inter-platoon communication (the communication between two or more virtual
vehicles).
A big problem when working with vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET) is the method for exchanging information between vehicles. Data is often broadcasted to all other vehicles so that
each vehicle can receive this information. Research groups are working out extreme traffic situations where information broadcast can lead to a loss of data due to overloading of the shared
wireless communication medium.
In [39] the authors distinguished three different regimes of operation in VANET:
Dense traffic: Inside cities, the road density is relativly high. Many intersections cut roads into
small pieces. So there is a big network of connected systems.
Sparse traffic These (rural) roads usually have much larger segments with rare intersections.
Traffic conditions often do not allow the formation of a connected network.
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Regular traffic: Highways typicalls form a multilane road, which has very large segments and
well defined exists and on-ramps. Movements are quasi one-dimensional, so formations
of cars will sustain for longer periods.
Considering the information broadcast method, the most critical regime is the situation of a dense
traffic. When the traffic density is above a certain value, many broadcast messages will imply
collisions on the shared network medium. Also, a worst case scenario exists if the intelligent
traffic systems re-broadcasts messages to their remaining neighbours. This problem is referred
to as the broadcast storm problem [25]. Both MANET routing and VANET are compared for
these three regimes to work out and solve the broadcasting problem.

3.1.4

Other communication technologies

Autonomous systems can be connected by both mobile ad hoc networks like WLAN as well as
by a cellular network as an additional backup line. Article [15] describes the components of a
wireless communication platform for vehicles and the importance of a backup connection like
GSM. Cars communicate with other cars and RSUs via Wifi/WiMAX. RSUs are directly connected to the central servers via a backbone. Cars with the ability of a GSM transponder are also
directly connected to the central server. The project behind is known as CARLINK (Wireless
Platform for Linking Cars). The goal of this project is to create an intelligent communication
platform for vehicles where they can deliver their own observations of traffic and weather conditions to the platform core. This information is delivered back to the vehicles as analyzed (and
forecasted) information about road weather conditions and as immediate incident warnings.
Another article analyses performance and slot length of a multi-hop communication [9]. The
content of this article is focused more on the hardware level, which is not within the scope of
this thesis.

3.1.5

Security

While communication between ITS will enable many exciting applications making driving safer,
more efficient and more comfortable, the requirements of security and privacy enhancing mechanisms must be considered also. It is possible that autonomous systems get attacked by some
other system. Either the information exchange is intercepted or manipulated, or possibly the
cars’ interface to the user is controlled by somebody else, so the information being displayed to
the user cannot be trusted.
Security mechanisms are needed especially for systems exchanging information. Various types
of security problems and challenges of VANET were analyzed and discussed in paper [29]. Out
of that analysis, the authors arranged hardware requirements regarding the systems’ security
and implemented a “vehicular public key infrastructure”. A certification authority (CA) acts as
central interface between ITS and the central knowledge database. Every data transfer must be
accepted by the CA. The CA provides keys to the vehicles and knows if there is an attack or an
unauthorized system requesting or manipulating data. Many other consortiums are also actually
researching in the security field of VANET.
Implementing intelligent privacy enhancing mechanisms is a very challenging task. As secu12

rity is outside the scope of this thesis, security requirements and measures are left for further
research.

3.2

Robot operating system

Robot operating system (ROS) is a kind of open-source framework for implementing software
on robots. It can be seen as an abstraction layer of the operating system running on rovers,
drones, etc. ROS abstracts hardware of the underlaying system and provides services for accessing low-level devices (sensors, actuators), special message-passing between processes and
also the functionality of package management [33]. ROS can be installed on many OS diverse
plattforms (e.g. Linux, Windows, Mac OS). For this master thesis Linux Ubuntu 13.04 is used
as the underlaying operating system.
Development of ROS has started in 2007 at the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory as
part of the Stanford-AI-Robot (STAIR) project [32]. In 2008 the Willow Garage institute for
robotics continued developing ROS [10]. Since April 2012 ROS has been supported by the
newly formed non-profit organization Open Source Robotics Foundation (OSRF) [8]. Later in
2013, OSRF took over the work of Willow Garage, so the responsibility of ROS was devolved
to the OSRF.
ROS is released under the terms of the BSD license, and as already mentioned above it’s an
open-source framework. Organisations are implementing extension libraries for ROS which are
licensed under a variety of open source licenses. For example, the Humanoid Robots Lab of the
University of Freiburg has developed extension packages for ROS for location based navigation
services and the generation of 3D maps by using special laser scanners [27].
The framework consists of two parts: The robot operating system itself and a selection of additional packages (called ROS-pkg) that extend the functionality of ROS. Here, a service-oriented
architecture (SOA) is used to allow communication between the individual components.
The key feature of ROS is that this meta-operating system is implemented according to the patterns of a SOA by using the methods of ”publish / subscribe” and ”request / reply”, which are
explained later. For instance, publish means that one process generates data (e.g. it observes
local sensor data) and publishes it afterwards. So other processes can access this data, i.e. other
processes are able to subscribe make use of this published information. This SOA approach
leads to completley decoupled ROS modules.

Figure 3.1: Publish / subscribe of ROS topics [33]
Nodes are software modules in ROS which control hardware like sensors, prepare device raw13

data and provide an interface to access them. As mentioned above, ROS distinguishes two ways
to exchange data between nodes:
Publish and Subscribe of messages: When a node wants to publish some information, it publishes data to a specific topic. There can be multiple publishers and subscribers to a topic.
Topics are identified by their unique name and are used as communication end points:
processes publish to a topic and other processes can subscribe to that topic. This scheme
is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
A message is simply a data structure, containing typed fields. Nodes communicate with
each other by publishing messages to topics or receive the content of messages by subscribing to a topic. So each topic is strongly typed by the associated message type used
to publish to it. This also implies that nodes can only receive messages with a matching type. ROS provides a lot of standard message types (string, integer, floating point,
boolean, etc.), but in most cases self-defined message types (stored as .msg files) are
needed.
Service call and Service reply: Publishing or subscribing messages is a very flexible communication paradigm, but imply an unidirectional many-to-many transport of data (i.e. multiple publishers and multiple subscribers). For “request / reply” interactions, messages
are not an appropriate form for communication. Instead, request/reply in ROS is done by
providing two service handlers for implementing a remote prodecure call (RPC): a service
call and a service reply. A ROS node offers a service identified by a unique string name,
i.e. it provides this service for other nodes. A client can call this service by sending a
request message. The providing node will then reply the service call.
In ROS this RPC scheme is defined by using .srv files and provide another way for processes to communicate with each other, instead of publishing messages or subscribing to
a topic. These .srv files are similuar to .msg files and contain service definitions, the
structure of a request message and the structure of a response message. These definitions
assign a specified service type to the associated “service” provided by ROS nodes.

3.3

Dissociation

As described in the previous sections of this chapter there is a lot of research done in this field.
Organisations and consortiums are working out new standards for communication over wireless
media; other companies are implementing new sensors, integrated circuits and whole chips for
equipments of ITS. What’s actually missing is a kind of software library for various types of
autonomous systems to communicate with each other and abstract out these hardware layers.
The software must work application independent on each autonomous system and implement a
gateway service between distributed systems containing information. It must also be possible for
the systems to manage and control the exchange of information by their own, e.g. information
may be not relevant or even invalid for various kinds of systems.
A few research groups already worked out plans for whole wireless traffic platforms, which are
connected to big weather forecast systems for example. But these platforms work with only
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one big database sharing all its information to the connected systems. In contrast to such a centralised approach of information storage, a decentralised approach should be taken into account.
Storing information on each system implies independence and also autonomy for ITS, which is
a fundamental requirement of cars and all other autonomous systems.
There are already a lot of applications and whole infotainment systems for cars available. Consortiums are speaking about a revolution of car infotainment systems, because the infotainment
system (consisting of a centralised display and an user interface) can be seen as the core system of the cars’ bus network [23]. So there may be also applications running on such a system
to exchange information with other cars. But all applications are only implemented for their
own target platforms, e.g. applications implemented for BMW infotainment systems are only
compatible with other cars manufactored by the BMW Mini company. An underlying software
framework for free information exchange between multiple car manufacturers is needed and will
help them establishing standards for their applications.
ROS is actually used by many robot systems of universities and other research institutes. It can
be installed on various hardware platforms like mobile robots and also UAVs [33]. The functionality of ROS allows sharing of information between the services within one robot and also
between multiple robots, e.g. two robots are publishing and subscribing to topics via a TCP/IP
connection. The problem of such an information exchange in a network of robot systems is that
published information is transmitted to every robot. So a lot of data is exchanged over the whole
network even if no other robot system is subscribed to that information. For instance, two robots
are connected together via a network. One robot is publishing messages to a topic X and the
other robot is subscribed to a topic Y . For such a construction it is not necessary to exchange
any message. There is no special gateway functionality in ROS allowing autonomous systems
to control such information exchange, which implies an overloading of the network.
A software library which supports ROS-based systems could help to overcome this issue. The
library can be seen as a special gateway service running on every robot system on top of ROS,
and all information exchange between systems is done by this gateway. So it is possible to use
the existing ROS installation and eliminate the disadvantages of uncontrolled data exchange by
providing a generic information exchange service.
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CHAPTER

Communication framework
Autonomous systems can use information and react on new information when executing their
tasks. Often they generate their own information and might share it to other systems. Such
received or generated information is useful for each system and can be necessary for their applications, i.e. applications running on that systems will process the information. For instance
if a car receives information about other cars or about an accident, its onboard applications will
evaluate this information and drive some actuators, e.g. it shows a message for the driver on the
car display.
Sensors of autonomous systems produce information when measuring or detecting new data.
Applications running on such systems often need new information for processing, but not all
information can be generated by the system itself. Hence information is received from other
systems which might have produced the information. Information is shared between two systems if it is read from the DWH of system A and transmitted to system B, where it is again
received and stored to its DWH. So information can be received from others or the system produces its own information.
An example workflow for information flow between and also inside two systems is listed:
1. An incident happens.
2. System A recognizes this incident and generates information about it. This information is
relevant for the system and is stored in the DWH for a specific amount of time.
3. System B is coming closer and is per default interested in such information.
4. When both systems are connected via a network, system A shares the information about
the incident with system B. This information is relevant for system B and so it is stored
in the DWH of system B for a specific amount of time also.
5. Now both systems have this information (i.e. they know about the incident) and so both
systems are able to share this information with other systems.
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6. The information is cleared from each system after its specified “time to live” is over.
The relevant parts of that workflow are illustrated in form of a sequence diagram in Figure 4.1:
Fetching data from the DWH of one system, exchanging information and storing it into the
DWH on another system. Exchanging information between two systems causes a change of the

Figure 4.1: Information workflow
content of both date warehouses, i.e. after receiving new data a DWH consists of information
which is different than it was before the communication took place.

4.1

Real-life scenarios

To get a better understanding for sharing information between autonomous real-time systems a
few scenarios are explained in detail. The scenarios illustrate the advantage for drivers of cars to
receive information from other autonomous systems and also show the behaviour of the systems
after reacting on this information.
In every days life there are many cases where a car and also its driver are interested in getting
information from other cars as soon as possible. Three scenarios have been developed and listed
below, which demonstrate the need for the exchange of information.

4.1.1

Cars warn each other

In the first scenario there is a highway and a tunnel where an accident happened. If car accidents
happen in tunnels, they need to be closed because it would be too dangerous for drivers of other
cars to enter a tunnel full of smoke and fire. Therefore a notification about such an accident could
be very beneficial for drivers who want to drive through the tunnel. Armed with this information
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a driver is able to react on this notification and is able to leave the highway before arriving at the
traffic jam formed in front of the tunnel.

Figure 4.2: Vehicles sharing information about an accident

Figure 4.2 illustrates this exchange of information between two vehicles. The car on the left side
of the road witnessed the accident and can therefore share this information with other systems.
The oncoming vehicle is warned so that its driver has the chance to leave the highway at the next
exit.
Such a warning could be shown in the onboard display of the car in form of an alert message.
Autonomous cars can use this information in their panning algorithms to change their route.
If there are no vehicles coming from the tunnel with information about the accident, oncoming cars cannot be informed about that incident. The following case extends the first one with
an RSU, and is shown in Figure 4.3. The motorway entrance ramp symbolizes the case that an
oncoming car will not meet another car that holds the needed information.
An intelligent motorway sign acting as RSU can also exchange data with other autonomous systems and therefore receives the information about the accident from a vehicle. Afterwards it
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can show some alert messages for all drivers and can also transmit this information to oncoming
cars.

Figure 4.3: Vehicles sharing information about an accident with a road side unit

4.1.2

Situations at crossroads

Intelligent traffic lights are also road side units which can receive information and react on them.
For example if a car stands on an intersection waiting for the traffic lights switching to green, but
no cars are comming from the other directions, then the traffic light system may let the driver
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pass. Both systems could exchange data and the traffic light could respond on this data and
probably switch to green earlier. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Vehicle waiting for the traffic lights to switch

Yet another crossroads-example which is a little different from the previous one, as it deals with
information sent out by emergency cars.
In case of an emergency car driving to rescue people, it needs to hurry up and should not be
delayed by traffic lights or other cars. A great advantage would be to stop vehicles moving on
an intersection in such a case. Therefore information is exchanged between the emergency cars
and intelligent traffic light systems to let these two cars pass very quickly. Other autonomous
systems in range also receive this information and can react too. This example is displayed by
Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Emergency vehicles force all other vehicles to stop
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4.1.3

Paired robot systems

A last scenario is explained for the situation of paired robots, i.e. robot systems which are
continuously working together to fulfill one specified job. Consider a big and heavy piece of
glass being carried from A to B two robot systems are needed to do this work. The important
thing here is the requirement for both systems to work in a synchronized manner, e.g. it is not
allowed that only one robot stops carrying or moving after a minute. So they must communicate
and tell each other the next step and also have to agree each step. They have to do all tasks
synchronously otherwise the glass will fall down and break.

4.1.4

Summary

The example scenarios listed above show the following: A communication framework is necessary to share information between diverse autonomous real-time systems. The exchange of
relevant data should be possible for both fixed stations or moving (mobile) systems. Also a distinction has to be made between various types of systems because different systems are typically
interested in different information.

4.2

Classification of systems

Each autonomous system is interested in different kinds of information. But often similar systems want to gather similar data entities. So it is useful to distinguish between different types of
systems.
For instance when a car meets a traffic light, the vehicle will be interested in the situation of the
intersection (red, green, much traffic or less traffic) and it will provide information for others
like actual speed and its location. However, the traffic light will not be interested in the vehicles’
speed because it is not relevant for switching the light.
Therefore a distinction between different types of systems is reasonable. Only relevant information must be exchanged and this reduces the amount of data to transmit and also the whole
network load.
All relevant system types which want to exchange information must be categorized. An example classification to classify autonomous systems according to their need and usage of specific
kinds of information is given below. Each application can use this list as a base classification
and extend it. The following groups of systems form a base classification:
• Vehicle, Car
• Rover, other moving robots
• Drone, other flying robots
• Fixed systems (RSU) situated outside like traffic lights or a door
• Fixed systems situated inside a building like an intelligent coffee machine
There are many more system which are not listed in this example classification and have to be
added by each application.
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4.3

Validity of information

Information is only valid for a specific time interval or as long as other conditions are met (e.g.
information about an accident is only relevant in the proximity of the incident). For example
received information telling a system about the actual temperature is only valid as long as the
temperature does not change its value or the information is updated. If the temperature is not
read for a certain amount of time, the information might get invalid, and it should not be exchanged anymore.
There are various conditions for checking the validity of information. Usually information is
invalidated by the progression of time, i.e. every information has a specified timeout interval
after that the information will be considered useless and can be rejected. Other conditions are
often application specific like the following examle scenario of a modern car: The level indicator for the cars’ fuel tank produces a measured value which is only valid as long as the outer
temperature is under, for example, 40◦ C. This example shows the possbility that the validity of
information might depend on another information.
ROS shares its information via predefined topics. Taking the upper example means that there
might be two topics, one for sharing the tire pressure and one for sharing the actual temperature
value. As the first topic depends on the second one and the system is only allowed to share its
information depending on the value of the second topic.
Another example of expired information is the right car from Figure 4.2. After leaving the
road the information about the accident can be rejected. The driver will find another route and
therefore the information about an accident in the tunnel is not necessary any more.

4.4

Sharing information

Information is exchanged via messages in a network. For example rovers, drones or even cars
can create their own wireless ad hoc network, so they are independent from each other. If some
other system is within their communication range they start exchanging relevant information.
Managing the information to exchange is done by the central data warehouse of each system.
Figure 4.6 shows two systems exchanging information, controlled by their data warehouses.

Figure 4.6: Data warehouses managing the information exchange

4.4.1

Classificiation of messages

A message consists of information. If a new information is available by a source system, a message is transmitted to a destination system.
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As already described in section 2.3 there are state information as well as event information. State
information means that the whole information is shared with other systems, which is often done
at fixed instants of time. An example for a state information is the transmission of the actual
temperature value every 3 minutes.
In contrast to state information, new event information only appears at an event. Only the
changed value is transmitted after an event. Taking the speed of a car as event information
means that information is only exchanged when the car accelerates or slows down.
It is important to notice that each kind of information can either be state or event information.
These assignment only depends on how the system interprets information.
Each system (i.e. its software application) sharing information has to transmit relevant information to other systems and it also reacts on received information which is packed in messages.
Often, it is not enough to only exchange relevant observations from system A to system B. A
system that receives information must also know if the information is very important. Messages
sent out from emergency vehicles driving to an incident must be handled with higher priority
than others.
Exchanging the priority of information is also needed and therefore it is also transmitted in the
same message. The assignment of priority levels to information is application-specific and must
set by each system itself. In particular priority levels are important for the receiving systems, because they have to handle the information. Such processing of information on the receiving side
is different for each system, i.e. priority levels will cause different effects on different systems.
In theory it is possible to allow many priority levels, but in the first step three basic levels are
sufficient to cover the most real-life cases: LOW, MID, HIGH. The default value is MID, so
it’s not needed for a system to set the priority level to a particular value. If a system wants to
send out information with higher priority, or if a system wants to exchange less important data
(e.g. a traffic light transmits the value of cars passing in one hour), then these systems have the
opportunity to modify the priority value.

4.4.2
4.4.2.1

Communication between systems
Handshake (metadata exchange)

Before sharing of information can occur, an autonomous system must know if there are some
other systems in the same network so they communicate with each other. No information can be
exchanged if there are no destination systems available.
Systems that want to exchange data in a network have to know all other communicating parties
of the network, i.e. they know source and destination addresses for a successful transmission of
data. For a source system it is also relevant to know with which types of systems it exchanges
data. This is the case, when only particular data should be transmitted to specific systems. The
reachable systems could be rovers, drones or other devices like an automated coffee machine.
This issue is handled by sending and receiving metadata between all communication partners.
Metadata stands for “data about data” or “data about systems”, i.e. information about the communicating partners is exchanged [5].
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Metadata of a system may consist of the following attributes:
• system ID: unique system identifier
• system type (e.g. rover, drone)
• system time: UNIX-timestamp of the system for synchronizing purposes
So if two systems “meet each other” (i.e. they are connected together via the same network) and
want to share information, they first have to exchange their system type or system ID, i.e. metadata has to be exchanged between all systems. The system ID is needed for unique identification
of the system in a global network of systems and could potentially be an IPv6 address.
The timestamp of a received meta-message fulfills the purpose to know the transmission time
of the source system. Comparing the systems’ local timestamp with the received timestamp
enables the possibility to synchronize both systems by calculating the offset between them, i.e.
maybe the source system is configured with another time zone. So time synchronisation between
systems is done by metadata handshakes. There are a lot of synchronisation methods, but for
this thesis it is sufficient to calculate the offset between two systems.
Afterwards the real information exchange can begin, i.e. information is only exchanged if it is
relevant to the other system.
Such an exchange of metadata means that one system broadcasts its metadata to all other reachable systems. This method is necessary so that each source system knows about its surrounding
systems. The method is also known as a handshake because two systems introduce themselves
and then get to know each other. It is also possible to send out the metadata broadcast (=request)
and require an answer of available systems (=reply), but this is application specific.
The broadcast is sent out periodically e.g. every 50ms. The incoming messages result in a list
of reachable systems. Replied messages are often not necessary but provide a more safe handshake. For most applications it’s sufficient to only react on incoming broadcast messages and
update the list of reachable systems.
After exchanging metadata, each system knows about other systems in its range. An example sequence diagram of metadata exchange including reply messages is shown in Figure 4.7.

4.4.2.2

Data exchange

The exchange of metadata makes it possible for all systems to know each other in detail. This
information about other systems can be seen as basis for the further process. Especially the
knowledge about different system types is necessary to know which data to transmit, because
there are types of systems which definitly don’t need particular measurement data, like “speed”
or “CPU usage” of their communication partners. Also floods of data should be avoided and
only relevant information should be exchanged.
For this reason data exchange must follow the concept of PUSH and PULL. Both methods are
different w.r.t. their usage and available for exchanging information.
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Figure 4.7: Sequence of metadata exchange

PUSH : Unidirectional communication. Available information is sent out to other systems.
Destination systems can accept incoming data or reject it.
PULL : Bidirectional communication. If a system is interested in some information and there
are a lot of other systems in its transmission range but no one is pushing this kind of
data, the system can actively query for this data, i.e. ask other systems within reach.
This method requires two-way communication, i.e. one system requests information via a
PULL-request and another system may answer with a PULL-response message including
data. If the replying system doesn’t know the requested information, it will not answer to
the request.
PUSH and PULL are two good methods to control the information flow, but there’s another fact
to be considered, which has impact on performance.
Data messages can be sent out to all reachable systems either by broadcasting the message on the
network channel or by exchanging messages separately with each system, which is also known
as unicast. The disadvantage of unicasts is the waste of ressources, because transmitting unicast
messages to X systems instead of sending one broadcast message will need (X times) more
ressources and has significant impact on the load of the network interface. Broadcast messages
have the drawback that the whole network (all systems) will receive this messages no matter if
needed or interested in or not. Maybe unicast is not possible due to other protocols using than IP
and also when abstracting away the filtering layers of the TCP/IP model, unicast messages are
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handled similar to broadcasts.
As this also has an impact on the network load broadcast method is used and all message filtering must be done by the receiver node.
PUSH-calls or PULL-requests are only sent if the relevant systems are within the transmission range. This must be checked by the source system.
A special functionality which is also necessary for todays systems especially for rovers and
robots is pairing. Pairing (or binding) means that two or more systems communicating with
each other decide to go into some kind of partnership. For instance such a pairing is necessary
for scenarios where two rovers must carry a heavy piece of metal or glas together. Each rover
must always know what the other one does so that they perform their actions synchronized and
the glas won’t fall down.
Binding means to filter all incoming messages and only react on messages from the paired system, so this functionality can be seen as a filter to receive messages from “allowed” systems only.
When working with a network of connected real-time systems, especially when using the timetriggered protocol (TTP), PUSH is the default method for transmitting new information to other
systems [18]. In the case of TTP information is pushed periodically by each network node. If
a systems’ DWH has new information this data is sent out to all relevant systems. There is no
acknowledge of such PUSH-calls required. Destination systems can accept incoming data and
store it in its own DWH or reject the data.
Using PULL means that the system will wait for a reply message after requesting some information. Again data received from other systems can either be stored in the DWH or discarded if
the information is not relevant for the system. If more than one response messages contain the
same information, all messages are processed but only the last message-content is stored.
Figure 4.8 shows a sequence of PUSH and PULL used to exchange information.

Figure 4.8: Sequence of data exchange via PUSH- and PULL-calls
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As already described in Section 4.4.1 messages sent to other systems can have different priority
levels. For example messages from an emergency vehicle telling anyone about an alarm will be
sent out with higher priority than a message about the actual speed value from another vehicle.
Therefore the priority of the message must also be included in a data message.
The important thing here is that the priority is not related to the network media or the communication protocol, instead it entails a semantik interpretation of the message context. It is up to
the receiving system to evaluate the priority level, because each system can interpret received
information with a defined priority level differently.

4.5

Storing and reading information

Information is stored locally on each system such that relevant information is always available
to the system, even if it is not connected to any network. This can be seen as a form of decentralised information knowledge base.
So every autonomous system needs a database. Measurement data from the systems’ I/O hardware and also new information received from other systems are stored in this database. The
system can only transmit information to other systems if the information locally exists and is
stored in its database.
Such a database with interfaces for incoming information and outgoing information in different
formats, that is storing all information in one unified format is called a data warehouse (DWH).
This DWH is the fundamental component of systems using the communication framework. Information can only be shared if there is a database filled with data.

Figure 4.9: Information flow
Information is relevant to a system only if the system produces or uses the information (i.e. information can be also generated by other systems). Figure 4.9 illustrates this information flow:
Information is shared between various systems. Information is also shared inside a system between sensors and actuators.
The DWH controls and manages the storage of all relevant information and must take care of
the following tasks:
• Warehouse: managing relevant information, i.e. storing new information and removing
invalid information.
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• Sharing: exchanging data messages with other systems. Received data is filtered, such
that only relevant information is stored in the DWH and other information is rejected. The
DWH also knows about other reachable systems and therefore picks out which information to send according to their system type.
As already stated, the DWH is the central part of the system when dealing with information.
Only this warehouse component knows at each instant of time which information to accept, to
store and to read out for sharing with other systems according to its own system type and the
types of reachable systems.
Seen from the higher abstraction level, this method is a form of decentralised information bases
where each system manages its data on its own. Connecting together all systems will lead to a
bigger common DWH. This combination of more DWH will lead to a knowledge base consisting of information from the whole network.
Managing a DWH does not only mean to store and read information. Because the amount
of information increases with every insert of new data, databases must also be cleaned up from
time to time, i.e. invalidated data is removed. Section 4.3 describes the validity of information.
According to their validity all stored information must be checked periodically and removed if
this kind of data is not relevant any more.
The clean-up procedure has two advantages. First it helps managing the amount of information,
and second needing less memory space also reduces the waste of performance and energy. Many
autonomous systems are mobile devices where saving energy is very important.
Sharing information by PUSH is easy. For instance, two systems are connected together as
illustrated in Figure 4.9. If system A sends a PUSH, system B will receive a message containing data. The DWH of system B decides either to insert information into the database, update
existing information, or discard it if the system does not need that information.
Pulling information is different from that method. A request is sent out to all systems as broadcast. In the best case, at least one system knows the information and answers with a message
containing the requested information. It is possible that no system answers or possibly every
reachable system answers. Then the requesting system will receive many PULL response messages and then it’s the task of the DWH to decide which information to accept, as in many cases
the received information will not be the same.
In theory it is possible to store a history of information and therefore accept all incoming messages. In practise a system can only react on one information and therefore for this thesis it is
sufficient to always overwrite information, i.e. last received messages will update prior information.

4.6

Building a generic framework

The previous sections explained in detail the requirements for sharing information in a generic
way. Information exchange should be possible for every autonomous real-time system. A software application or software framework should fulfill these requirements.
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In other words, if two or more autonomous systems “meet”, information must be exchanged automatically. “Meet” does not always imply that two moving vehicles pass each other on a road,
instead it means that a system discovers other systems that are accessible via the communication
network.
It is required that a system A shares an ad hoc network and another autonomous system B,
which also shares the ad hoc network, is automatically connected to that system. Both systems
have stored some information in their DWH, exchanging this information will have a benefit
for both systems. The important thing is that the individual DWHs get “synchronized” by each
other and so each system is up-to-date. Synchronised does not automatically mean that both
systems consist of the same content after exchange of their data. Each system controls its own
information flow and is therefore responsible for the content of its database. In most cases the
content of the DWH before sharing information is different than after information exchange.
Data exchange can be done in an undirectional way by using PUSH. It must also be possible for
systems to get information which is not automatically pushed by other systems when they really
need it for further processing. So systems have to support the PULL method.
The software framework must also provide a way to pair two robots together, when they have to
work in a synchronized manner. Such a pairing means that each system must react on information from the paired system and eventually ignore information from other systems. So filtering
out PUSH or PULL-response messages (i.e. only exchange information with paired systems)
can implement some kind of binding between systems.
The intended framework follows the concept of a SOA. Systems just publish information or
subscribe to some information. Apart from paired systems, each system is completely decoupled from other systems and works independently on its own. Supporting methods for publish
and subscribe is the key for building a service oriented software framework.
Todays software applications require that they are totally configurable. For instance software
for cars have to be configurable, otherwise each car will need to have another software version
deployed. It is also necessary that changes of these configuration settings are possible during
runtime of the application.
An example for such dynamic configuration updates which change the software behaviour are
updates of car applications. One of the first car manufactorers that have implemented an Androidbased in-car infotainment system completely consisting of Android applications was Saab [37].
Also the entertainment software of Mercedes cars is implemented as small applications much
like mobile Apps for smartphones [24]. In todays software engineering process there are often
updates of new App-releases where bugs are fixed and new features are included. These new
features can also help the driver and provide a more comfortable driving assistance.
Installing new features or changing configuration settings of the application during runtime is
essential for autonomous real-time systems. A software framework must also support this functionality.
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CHAPTER

Implementation
5.1

Overview

The idea of this master thesis was to implement a generic framework which can be used by different types of robots and autonomous systems to communicate with each other and to control
the exchange of their information by using decentralised data warehouses. A prototype of the
framework is implemented as a library that can be instantiated at multiple robots.
It builds a basis for further software development, i.e. applications can use the functionality of
the existing framework, extend this functionality and build their own applications to control the
framework library functions for exchanging data with other hosts. Therefore, a widely accepted
software framework was choosen for the implementation of the prototype: the robot operation
system (ROS).

Figure 5.1: Overview of the Information Mangement Framework (IMF)
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5

The prototype software for this thesis is implemented in C and C++ and will be referred to as
Information Management Framework (IMF).
On top of Ubuntu Linux, ROS is running as a system process. Information is produced by ROS
modules and is exchanged with the IMF. The IMF controls the information flow inside the system and also manages sharing of information between connected systems. Figure 5.1 illustrates
the system architecture, which has been implemented during this thesis.
To sum up, information flows as the following example explains: Information is produced by
ROS modules at system A by subscribing to a specified topic. This information is stored and
filtered by the IMF of system A and transmitted to other systems. For instance, a system B
receives that information, also stores it and publishes it to a local ROS topic again.
The IMF can be seen as an own abstraction layer for robots, where only input and output information for the robot needs to be modelled. But due to the underlying ROS framework and
the library structure of the implementation, it can easily be ported to other systems.

5.1.1

Information gateway service

One requirement of this thesis is that each robot can communicate with any other robot, according to their types of systems. So drones for example can exchange information with rovers and
with any other intelligent robot or device that runs the IMF.
A system a priori knows how many other systems and which types of systems are in its transmission range by exchanging metadata. The exchange of data has to work with different transmission technologies. PUSH and PULL mechanisms allow to exchange information by two well
defined schemata.
It is very important that the framework by itself is reuseable and therefore it must only implement an information gateway service, i.e. exchanging information with other autonomous
systems. The framework does not include application-specific programs because otherwise it
cannot be held as generic as possible. So checking the semantics of exchanged information is
not part of the framework, instead the prototype framework can be seen as a post service to
transmit and receive information. This information can then be used by applications running on
a system.

5.1.2

Data warehouse and data objects

Each IMF consists of its own data warehouse (DWH), which manages incoming data from many
different system components connected via ROS Communicator, such that the stored data is constantly up-to-date. The DWH is also filled with information from other systems and it controls
the information exchange between that systems.
A lot of different interfaces on autonomous systems provide information that might be valuable
for other autonomous systems. One such interface is provided by the publishing service of ROS.
Another interface might be implemented directly to directly monitor CPU temperature, actual
memory and CPU usage.
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Figure 5.2: Inner structure of the DWH

Three different types of objects can be stored in the DWH: Metadata (see section 4.4.2.1),
key/value data and ROS messages. Figure 5.2 displays that inner structure of the database. The
ability to store key/value oriented data implements a generic form of data storage, because each
kind of data can be transformed into a key/value pair. An example is the temperature value:
{key=temperature, val=30◦ }.
Information is stored in the DWH and must be accessable in a unified format. Special wrapper
modules provide functions for outer modules to only work with Information objects (i.e. they
work with the same rawdata structure), but the underlying data structure consists of arrays of the
three predefined objects.
Sending and receiving different objects of information where each object has its own data structure implies that the destination system must a priori know which object to receive and store
it in the correct data-segment of the DWH. For instance system A transmits a ROS message
to system B, so B must know that the received information is of type “ROS data” to store it.
For this reason it is necessary to provide exchangible data in a generic way and also to provide
generic send/receive methods.

5.1.3

Fetch and put data

Pushing information means to fetch data from the DWH and transmit it to other reachable systems. Fetching information (i.e. choose information to exchange with other systems) is the job
of the DWH. On the one hand not all information is per default relevant for other systems and
on the other hand, information can either be exchanged as state or event information. State information is implemented in the IMF such that the full information is exchanged periodically.
In contrast, event information is only exchanged if new information arrives, which happens sporadically in most cases. Therefore it’s also the task of the DWH to know if stored information
must be exchanged periodically or only sporadically.
PUSH relevant information: An algorithm was implemented that fetches such information.
According to the available systems in the transmission range, it checks the actuality of data
according to the actual time stamp, i.e. if information should be exchanged as state information
then this information is only marked as “relevant for other systems” if its underlying period of
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time is over. Also event information is only marked as “relevant” if new information arrived
since the last time the event message was sent.
The result of this algorithm is information already prepared as sendable byte-array of rawdata,
which can be pushed to other systems. The algorithm contains the following steps:
1. Check if other systems are reachable, if not exit the algorithm
2. Discover new systems (i.e. systems joined the network quite recently) [*]
3. Iterate over all information to find relevant information:
• Check if other systems within communication range might be interested in this information: Each kind of information has an underlying list of systemtypes which
are interested by default. This list can be configured. At least one of the reachable
systems must be in that list.
• Check if information is relevant: Event information must have changed or a new
system came online which has not yet received this information. State information
has a particular interval configured after which the transmission of information is
repeated.
• If both checks are successful, mark information as “relevant”
4. Iterate over all “relevant” information
• Convert every data object into an array of rawdata bytes
[*] This step is necessary for the following case: If there is some event information and the event
happend a few instants of time ago. Now a new system joins the network and is interested in
this information. Then the algorithms solves this problem by transmitting that information even
if the associated event was not actual.
Request information via PULL: Information which is needed by the system but not yet
stored in the local DWH must be pulled from other systems. So there is another algorithm
which checks if information is needed and is implemented according to the following steps:
1. Check if other systems are reachable, if not exit the algorithm
2. Iterate over all information to find out which information is needed:
• Check if relevant systems are available: Each information has an underlying list of
systemtypes. One of those systems must be within the communication range.
• Check if information is relevant according to its underlying pull interval: Every
information has a predefined time interval. The PULL-request should only be sent
after this period is over.
• If both checks are successful, add the information-key to the PULL-list
3. Iterate over the PULL-list:
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• Convert each information-key to an array of rawdata bytes
In contrast to PUSH, requesting data via a PULL means that only the name of the requested
information is transmitted in the PULL-request message.
Reply information (PULL response): The answer of a PULL-request is a response containing data. In such a case no checks are needed; If data is requested and the information is
available, it is sent back directly.
Receive information: Information can be received either by a PUSH of other systems or by a
PULL response. An algorithm was implemented to process received messages and also filter out
unrelevant information. “Unrelevant” means that the receiving system is either not interested in
this information or that the senders’ system type or ID is not restricted to transmit messages.
The following steps are necessary:
1. Check sender system:
• The sender system type must be in the list of restricted system types.
• The sender system ID must be in the list of restricted system IDs.
2. Convert received rawdata back to the specified data object
3. Put object to the DWH
Filtering of information is always done at the receiving side, i.e. the receiving system decides to
accept and store the information to the DWH or not.

5.1.4

Preparing data for transmission

Information ready to transmit must be prepared before sending and have to be packed according to special header formats. A transmission header basically consists of the packet length
followed by the packet data. It can be extended with the data type to know the exchanged
type of information. The implemented transmission headers are explained in section 5.3.4.3 in
detail.

5.2

System architecture

Information is produced by ROS modules and is stored in the central DWH of the IMF, so the
IMF must provide an interface to ROS. The DWH controls information flow inside the system
and also manages sharing of information with other systems. For communication between IMF
and ROS, special ROS Communicator packages are necessary, which exchange data between
ROS and the DWH.
Figure 5.3 displays the detailed system architecture with its connected subsystems. The biggest
component is the IMF which can be controlled (started and stopped) by a seperated application,
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e.g. a self-made “Start-Up application”. The IMF is fully configurable via an external configuration file, e.g. ./etc/framework.conf.
A ROS Communicator is a special ROS-package which publishes and subscribes to specified
topics and provides this data to other processes like the IMF. So one or more ROS Communicator modules are necessary for the exchange of information between ROS and the IMF.
The IMF exchanges data with ROS Communicator components via shared memory and message
queues as well as it communicates over a network with other framework processes, which are
installed on other hosts. This network is symbolized by a cloud.

Figure 5.3: Detailed block diagram of system architecture

5.3

Information Management Framework

The IMF software is written in C++ and provides an API for programmers to create applications
for robots on the one hand. On the other hand the framework by itself can run as a daemon
process on a robot, where it fulfills the required functionality regarding sending, receiving and
storing of information. The IMF is further responsible for metadata handshaking, to discover
the network of connected systems.
The framework is completly configurable for users, e.g. transmission of data can be configured
to use WLAN or (wired) LAN. It can also be easily extended with special drivers like Bluetooth,
Infrared or Zigbee.

5.3.1

Architecture

The framework consists of three main blocks: service modules, drivers and rivers.
Drivers: are necessary to establish connections to other robot systems. They use wired or
wireless protocols like LAN or WLAN for building up a communication between them.
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Rivers: fetch data from other processes or operating system services. For example a river can
automatically monitor CPU and memory usage from the operating system and store that
information in the DWH.
Service modules: are the main part of the framework because these modules control drivers and
rivers. Each service module runs as a separated thread, so they can interact and process
new data in parallel. These services are also connected directly to the DWH.
Figure 5.4 shows an overview of this architecture with three main blocks and the DWH. A
seperate “Start-Up application” can easily initialize, start and stop the framework services at
once.

Figure 5.4: Framework with “Start-Up application”

5.3.2

Drivers

Establishing a connection between two remote systems implies implementing appropriate drivers.
A driver is implemented in a separate cpp-file which includes everything needed to set up a connection to other systems.
Different transport technologies and transmission protocols (e.g. Zigbee, Wireless M-Bus,
6LoWPAN, GSM, ...) are possible to share information between autonomous systems. Figure 5.5 gives an overview over the actual supported drivers LAN and WLAN. Protocols often
used in networks of robot systems are for instance infrared (IR), ZigBee and Bluetooth. But these
communication protocols are not currently supported, i.e. no driver is implemented. Therefore
these network interfaces are grayed out in the Figure, but may be used in the future by simply
implementing an appropriate driver module.

LAN: The LAN driver makes it possible to communicate via ethernet, especially TCP/IP. The
driver can take a predefined source-IP-address as input parameter an re-set the standard ethernet
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Figure 5.5: Drivers

interface of the system with a new IP-address and netmask.
Data exchange then happens via socket service-modules; both UDP- as well as TCP-connections
are possible.
WLAN: WLAN as method for wireless communication is also supported by this framework.
It takes the existing functionality of the LAN driver and extends it with a wireless configuration
of the network interface.
Communicating between robots over a WLAN means to enable moving objects which have no
fixed location, e.g. rovers are driving on the street. It is possible to use the access-point mode
when exchanging information within buildungs. But when working outdoors, it’s not possible to
use this access-point mode because often there are no access points outdoors. Therefore wireless
adhoc mode must be used without the need for access points. Ad hoc networks are decentralised
networks where each system shares its own network to others like many small access points.
If two hosts want to communicate with each other they must share the same ad hoc network.
Figure 5.6 shows computers connected via ad hoc networks.
WLAN networks are uniquely identified by their essid, probably a WEP/WPAx key as well
as the hardware address of the access point. Access points providing the same WLAN are connected and configured with the same essid and key, but have unique MAC addresses. For ad
hoc communication it is necessary that all three parameters are equal on each host.
Configuring wirless networks via command line in Unix (and also in C) requires the special
Linux-paket libiw-dev 1 . It is very important to notice here that for configuring these settings the user must have root privileges, otherwise it won’t work. Also when working with a
1
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Wireless tools - development paket: http://packages.debian.org/de/sid/libiw-dev

Figure 5.6: Wireless ad hoc mode

Debian/Ubuntu distribution before configuring WLAN settings via command line, the networkmanager service must be stopped.
An example of such a wifi configuration for Ubuntu is listed:
service network-manager stop
ifconfig wlan0 10.0.0.4 netmask 255.0.0.0
ifconfig wlan0 down
iwconfig wlan0 mode ad-hoc
iwconfig wlan0 essid "my-adhoc-network"
iwconfig wlan0 key s:KAESE
iwconfig wlan0 ap 26:B4:4E:46:70:88
ifconfig wlan0 up
The example configuration sets the essid to “my-adhoc-network” and the key to “KAESE”,
where “s:” signals a WEP-key. Allowed character lengths for WEP-keys are 5, 13, 16 and 29.
While configuring WLAN settings, the network interface must be down.
The WLAN driver only supports WEP-keys, because WPA configuration is very difficult to
implement on the one hand. On the other hand using various WEP-keys with different lengths
for data exchange between robots is considered to be sufficient for the scope of this thesis. This
means that at least one adequate security mechanism must be used to provide data confidentiality.
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Election of driver: Only one driver can be used by the framework at a time, therefore the
corresponding driver must be set in the configuration file. Default driver is LAN, where no extended configuration (e.g. ESSID of ad hoc network) is necessary.
Selecting the WLAN driver extends the functionality of the conventional LAN driver by creation
of an own wireless ad hoc network. If WLAN driver is set, but no configuration settings regarding the ad hoc network (ESSID, WEP-key and MAC-address of shared ad hoc accesspoint) are
specified, then the WLAN driver corresponds to the same functionality as the LAN driver. A
more detailed explanation is given in Section 5.7.1.

5.3.3

Rivers

C-modules with the aim to fetch data periodically are called rivers. Rivers are controlled by the
service modules, as well as drivers are controlled by them.
ROS River: This kind of river is the most important one for this thesis. It controls a shared
memory segment, which is used by the river and other processes dealing with ROS messages.
A generic module from the ROS Communicator package called generic communicator
module collects these messages from published ROS topics und puts them into the shared memory segment. The information flow between IMF and ROS is illustrated in Figure 5.7. For
further details about the ROS Communicator package see Section 5.4.
The ROS river does not only fetch new information, it also puts relevant data from other robots
into the shared memory, so that the communicator module can handle and distribute new data to
ROS back again.

Figure 5.7: ROS river

OS Rivers: Two more rivers have been implemented to fetch performance data directly from
the operating system. The first river is called “OS CPU River” and it measures the actual CPU
usage at a specific time. “OS RAM River” is the second one which reads the actual workload of
the physical memory.
An example for the usage of these two rivers are a central monitoring system, which monitors
performance indicators of robot systems in a network. If the CPU or memory usage is above a
specific threshold for a longer period of time, an alarm could be created to detect security attacks
against rovers.
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5.3.4

Service modules

Service modules are part of the framework which control other modules and provide services
for an external application (e.g. main.cpp). There are three important service modules: config,
data collector and transport. These modules control all the drivers and rivers and include service
helper-modules. Additionally each service module is running in at least one own thread, such
that all services can run and interact in parallel.
5.3.4.1

Config service module

The configuration module loads all config data from an external file, e.g. /etc/framework.conf.
The framework has been implemented such that the complete behaviour of the program can be
configured.
A simple configuration is defined as the tuple (key, value), where key is one possible configuration entry and value can be one of the following types:
• (float) number: Examples are 2 , 10.2 , 1.0
• string: must be enclosed in quotation marks, for example “test1 test2”
• (integer) list: must be seperated by ’|’ (pipe) delimiter, for example |1|199|
• predefined constant: supported constants are TRUE, FALSE, ROVER, DRONE, ...
The complete list of all possible configuration entries and example values are described in Section 5.7.1.
Lines beginning with a hash tag (#) are skipped. An example output of a configuration file
is listed here:
meta.systemtype
ROVER
# WiFi settings
wlan.essid
"adhoc-network-X"
wlan.wep_key
"KAESE"
wlan.ap_mac
"26:B4:4E:46:70:89"
# various time interval settings [Hz]
interval.scan_hosts 0.1
interval.push_data 1
...
The configuration module uses the special service-helper module message_queue. Message
queues are a way to exchange data between different processes and allow to override config
settings during runtime. The configuration module listens on the message queue and accepts
new config settings or even updates from other processes.
The functionality of this service module is shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Functionality of Config service module

5.3.4.2

Data Collector service module

The Data Collector service module manages access to the DWH and controls all rivers. The
DWH can be seen as database for all information that might be exchanged with other systems.
Storage of information:
stored in the DWH:

As already mentioned in Section 5.1.2 three types of objects can be

• serialized ROS messages with the following attributes: name of topic, serialized byte
buffer, length of byte buffer and the last_modified timestamp to know when
the message was last received.
• hosts (list of systems within transmission range): list of metadata objects + last_modified
to know when the host was reachable last.
• key/value data for all other information objects which are not generated by ROS, e.g.
weather forecasts for the next week.
After initialization of the Data Collector service module, the DWH is completely empty and
it will be filled immediatly by the rivers. All memory needed for saving new objects with
information is allocated dynamically during runtime. This is because different objects require
a different number of bytes for storing them, and additionally, the number of stored objects
might dynamically change during runtime. For instance, a particular ROS message containing a
number might need more bytes for storing if the number increases. Therefore updating an object
means to permamently re-allocate memory, i.e. first releasing its memory and then allocate a
new number of bytes.
Figure 5.9 shows the interaction between Data Collector module, DWH and the three rivers.

Controlling rivers: As already described in Section 5.3.3, the ROS river has the advantage of
fetching data from, and putting data back, to a specified shared memory segment. For interaction
with shared memory two special service-helper modules are used: shm for accessing a shared
memory segment and sem for synchronizing the access to the shared memory via semaphores.
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Figure 5.9: Functionality of Data Collector service module

Semaphore operations are needed when accessing shared memory segments or other data segments where two or more processes are writing and reading data segments in parallel.
The shared memory segment can be split up into two channels, i.e. messages for published topics
are stored separately from subscribed messages. These two “channels” are shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: “Channels” of shared memory segment

Cleanup (lifetime of information): The validity of stored information is limited and explained in detail in Section 4.3. Due to to that limitation, the DWH must be cleaned up periodically, i.e. information which is not relevant any more is removed after a particular time (e.g.
1 min).
The timeout value can be configured for each information, e.g. ROS topic A can be configured
to be valid for 2 hours after storage, whereas topic B is only valid for 5 minutes. When the time
interval is over, the information is removed from the systems’ DWH.
5.3.4.3

Transport service module

Managing all outgoing connections to other systems as well as reacting on all incoming connections from other connected systems is the job of the transport module. The Transport service
module is also responsible for the exchange of metadata between systems.
Initialization of this module also initializes the corresponding driver and sets up all other helper
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modules needed by the driver. For example WLAN and LAN drivers also need the ethernet and
socket helper modules. Figure 5.11 shows a block diagram of the transport module.

Figure 5.11: Functionality of Transport service module

The transport module can be split up in two main parts: exchange of metadata and exchange of
data.
The metadata-part is responsible for all tasks regarding metadata, i.e. permanently looking for
new hosts within transmission range and updating the hosts list. It consists of threads to send
meta-broadcasts and listens to incoming meta-calls at the same time. The second part of the
module is needed if the first one has found new hosts and now has the task to exchange information with them.
The data-exchange part also needs threads for PUSH data, PULL data as well as to accept and
process incoming PUSH- and PULL-calls.

Hosts list
Metadata is exchanged periodically so that each system knows the metadata of all other systems
available within its transmission range. All reachable systems are stored in the hosts list of the
DWH, which is updated after each received META-message.
This list of available systems is checked periodically to know which kind of information to
exchange, i.e. the IMF knows which connected system probably knows some new information
or is interested in different kinds of information according to their system types. The period for
“scanning its surrounding” can be configured. A host stored in the list exists at least until the
next list refresh. In this time interval the framework believes that the host is online and therefore
wants to exchange data with this system.
The hosts list must also be cleared after a specified and configurable time interval, i.e. systems
which are offline for a specific time (e.g. 1 min) can be removed. If they are online again, they
are immediatly added to the hosts list.
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Sockets
Communication over IP networks works via sockets. Network sockets consist of an IP-address
and a portnumber, e.g. 127.0.0.1:15001 defines a socket to the localhost with port number
15001. Sending and receiving any data over the network is possible with both network protocols: TCP and UDP. Both protocols are implemented in the socket-helper module and can be
used.
The big difference between TCP and UDP is, that TCP works connection-oriented, i.e. TCP
must establish a successful connection between two endpoints (sockets) before transmitting any
data. Therefore it is possible to make reliable connections and no data is lost during the whole
transmission process. The big disadvantage of TCP is, that it’s much slower than UDP and it
also needs more system resources, mostly due to establishing as well as releasing connections.
The framework actually uses only UDP as transport layer protocol. This has the following
reasons: First of all it is not possible to send broadcast messages via TCP, because when sending
out broadcasts the source system doesn’t know how many destination systems are affected by
this broadcast and therefore cannot open a successful connection before.
The second reason are “timeouts” of network connections. Opening and closing TCP connections need a little time. If opening is not possible because the destination is not available any
more, then there is a short timeout of the operating system where it needs to verify a connection.
However the worst case is when transmitting for example 4 messages and after the second message the destination fails. TCP works stream- and connection-oriented and therefore, in such
a case, TCP wants to continue sending after a short timeout. Using UDP avoids these problems because messages are sent out immediately, no matter if the destination fails or not. If
the destination fails for a moment and needs this information later, it also can ask for it by a
PULL-request.
Finally in the sphere of quickly moving autonomous systems there is only a short time to exchange data, therefore it is important to have a big throughput of data instead of safe and errorless
connections.
Transmission headers
The transmission of data via various protocols to different types of systems needs a generic form
of data packets, which can be used by all drivers. For example there is a rover, a drone and a base
station. Both robot systems do not share the same network protocol, so they have to exchange
their information with the help of the base station which is acting as repeater node for various
network protocols.
A generic form of information exchange is necessary to cover this case. Exchanging metadata,
PUSH- and PULL-calls have to work on all platforms and with any selected driver. As already
mentioned in Section 5.1.4 transmission headers are needed for communication, i.e. one header
for exchanging metadata and one for exchanging rawdata.
All header and message formats are generated by the seperate transport-helper module.
Systems are identified by their metadata-object. In particular a system is uniquely identified
by its system-ID. Additionally when new neighbour systems are discovered, it is necessary to
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Figure 5.12: Metadata message

know their system-type and their system-time for synchronization. These three parameters are
transmitted within one metadata-packet. The structure of the packet can be seen in Figure 5.12.
The header is extended with the type of message itself, e.g. META-request or -reply.
The transmission of the system ID is optional, that is when using IP technology the IPv4 (or
even IPv6) address is used as system ID, because it has to be unique in the whole net. In case
of an IP network, it is not necessary to transmit the system ID. If other protocols and drivers are
used, the system ID (= 32-bit integer variable) must be specified.
Sending real sensor data or other rawdata means to send different types of objects. But there is
no need for different send and receive functions since every data object is packed into a generic
message format. The message structure for transmitting data is shown in Figure 5.13.
Each rawdata object (each declared C struct) can be serialized to an array of bytes on the
senders’ side and casted back to the original structure at the receivers’ side. The result of such
a serialization is an array of raw-bytes and its length. Again this message is extended with a
header containing the message-type, e.g. PUSH, PULL-request and PULL-response.

Figure 5.13: Data message

Generation of data message
Metadata and data headers must be generated immediately before the transmission starts. Creating the byte structure for the metadata message is quite easy because the metadata object has a
fixed length of bytes. Compared to metadata, it takes more functionality to generate a message
for transmitting other objects of data.
The DWH stores a lot of elements with different data structures. For example a dynamic array
of serialized ROS messages is stored, where each ROS message again needs a different size of
dynamically allocated memory according to the length of its serialized buffer string. The following example should illustrate this functionality for better understanding:
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As already mentioned in Section 5.3.4.2, the relevant attributes of a ROS message stored in the
DWH are:
• topic string
• serialized message buffer string
• length of message buffer (number of bytes)
These three attributes must be packed together resulting in one single byte-array. Therefore the
length of this temporary byte-array must be allocated dynamically. This packet represents data
and its size symbolizes the total data length for sending to other systems. Type of
data is the data type for casting the byte array back to the corresponding object on the receivers
side. The priority is also transmitted and can take as value one of the three predefined
priority levels implemented by the IMF. The priority levels can be extended if necessary. What’s
actually missing is type of message which is filled with one of the integer-constants PUSH,
PULL-Request and PULL-Response.
Concatenating these five fields (and eventually a system-ID) generates one generic data message
structure as already shown in Figure 5.13. The structure of the data message is similar to the
structure of IP headers [13].

5.3.5

Program flow

The service modules are implemented as POSIX-threads in C (pthreads). All necessary functions
are called from these threads. The big advantage of using pthreads instead of forking child
processes is that all pthreads are encapsulated in the same process. Therefore pthreads can work
on the same data segment and share variables. Forking means that each child process inherits
the data segment from the parent but changing the value of one variable in a child process has
no effect on the other processes.

Figure 5.14: Threads overview
Altogether there are 9 threads including the main thread. Figure 5.14 gives an overview of all
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threads created by the main process. Threads are grouped according to the service modules
Config, Data Collector and Transport and are explained in detail below.
5.3.5.1

Config threads

The Config service module only needs one thread for listening to a specified message queue. So
other processes can set new configuration values from outside.
If new messages arrive at the message queue, the values are checked and directly set as new
configuration settings. The state diagram of this thread-behaviour is shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Config threads

5.3.5.2

Data Collector threads

There are two threads created by the Data Collector module: One for exchanging data via a
shared memory segment with ROS services, and another one for cleaning up the DWH.
Exchanging data is done in two steps. First, if new data is available from ROS it is fetched and
stored in the DWH. Then it is checked if the DWH includes new data relevant for ROS. If this
is the case, data is put into the shared memory segment.
The DWH may contain expired data. This means that this particular data was last updated a long
time ago. To release memory, and also save energy, invalid data must be removed. Figure 5.16
points out this behaviour.

Figure 5.16: Data Collector threads
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5.3.5.3

Transport threads

The transport-service module has the job of controlling PUSH-messages and PULL-requests,
discovering new systems and monitoring all incoming requests from other systems. There are
two threads for metadata exchange and another three threads necessary for PUSH/PULL activities.
Metadata broadcasts are sent out periodically to discover new systems within the transmission
range. This is done by the first Send Metadata thread. Such metadata messages must be accepted at the receivers side, which is done by the Metadata Wait thread. This thread waits for
any incoming metadata and stores the new metadata to the hosts list after receiving. It is also
possible, but optional according to the framework configuration settings, that metadata messages
are replied by remote systems such that the broadcasting system gets an immediate feedback of
listening systems.
Pushing and pulling data is done by two seperate threads. Each thread checks if there is any data
to push or to pull periodically according to their configured intervals. Knowing which data to
push to which systems, as well as knowing which data is needed and therefore which data must
be pulled, is all done by a special method, described in Section 5.1.3.
It is also necessary to process incoming PUSH and PULL calls by a third thread. It listens for
any incoming data on the specified UDP-port and distinguishes between received PUSH messages and PULL calls. If a PUSH message followed by data was received, the data is put into
the DWH or discarded if the information is not relevant for the system. If a system receives a
PULL-request message (i.e. the requesting system wants to get some information), it will react
on this request by a PULL-response message including the requested data. It is also possible
that the information is not available on the requested system. Then no response message is sent
back to the requesting system.
Figure 5.17 gives an overview of all 5 threads running in the transport-service module.

Figure 5.17: Transport threads
All threads especially the transport threads waiting for new incoming messages are implemented
in a non-blocking way. For example the receive handlers for sockets and message queues make
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use of the select() method. This special function waits until there are new incoming data on
a socket file descriptor without using CPU time.
5.3.5.4

Workflow

A basic program execution is given by the following sequential steps:
1. Init config; read config file
2. Init datacollector; init rivers
3. Init transport; init driver (e.g. WLAN)
4. Scan hosts; update hosts list
5. Fetch ROS data
6. Exchange data (PUSH or PULL)
7. Provide ROS data
8. Cleanup DWH
9. Repeat steps 4-8

5.4
5.4.1

ROS Communicator package
Purpose

ROS uses the communication technique of publish and subscribe. Each package consists of
modules which either publish some topics or subscribe to some topics or both. Exchange of information via topics is done with messages. Each of these ROS messages represent objects with
different data types. For example, there exists the message StringMsg which consists of a
string with variable length, or the message Map which consists of an array with 20.000 elements
for representing a map. So all messages are based on different data structures and have different
sizes, i.e. they need a different number of bytes in memory for storage. There is no generic
message type which can be used for every topic. So a module wanting to get information from
various topics must subscribe to these topics and therefore support the associated message types.
Subscribing to information provided by other systems or publishing new information for other
remote ROS modules, like the Information Management Framework (IMF) from the previous
section, is very difficult because all topics and their associated message types must be known at
compile time. What’s even worse is the fact of storing all these messages based on different data
types in one DWH together. So a trick was used: ROS provides the functionality of a serialization. Messages can be serialized to memory easily using the ros::serialization::serialize()
function. The result of this function is a data-array and its byte-length. So it is possible to store
different serialized messages to a database with the same data structure [33].
After successfully receiving a message of a subscribed topic, it must be serialized for storing
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into the DWH. Publishing stored messages means to read them from the DWH, de-serialize
them and publish the messages to the corresponding topics afterwards.
This procedure of subscribing, serializing, de-serializing and publishing again is done by a
new package called ROS Communicator and its main module generic communicator.
This module provides a generic way to store messages to a DWH (outside of ROS). It is fully
configurable regarding subscribed and published topics and it exchanges messages with the IMF
via shared memory.
Several generic communicator modules can run concurrently. Each module can be started
and stopped during runtime of the IMF. Starting or stopping a module can be done independently
from the status of other modules, i.e. according to the needs of the system particular information
can be exchanged or the exchange of that information can be stopped again.

5.4.2

Communication between ROS and IMF

The generic-communicator module can be seen as an adapter-system between ROS and the IMF.
Its interfaces are illustrated in Figure 5.18 and explained below.

Figure 5.18: Interfaces of ROS communicator package

5.4.2.1

Serializing messages

Serializing and deserializing of messages is done by using ROS C-libraries. An example of
serializing a UInt32-message is listed here:
std_msgs::UInt32 my_value;
my_value.data = 5;
uint32_t serial_size = ros::serialization::serializationLength(my_value);
boost::shared_array<uint8_t> buffer(new uint8_t[serial_size]);
ros::serialization::OStream stream(buffer.get(), serial_size);
ros::serialization::serialize(stream, my_value);
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Deserialization is done the other way round using the same library functions. Only the relevant
lines are listed below:
// ...buffer is filled with a serialized UInt32-message
ros::serialization::IStream stream(buffer.get(), serial_size);
ros::serialization::deserialize(stream, my_value);

5.4.2.2

Shared memory

Exchanging data with the core framework is also the job of the ROS Communicator package.
Messages of subscribed topics must be sent to the DWH of the framework and messages of
topics to be published are received from the framework. The IMF runs as a separate process
of the operating system. Therefore a special mechanism for exchanging data between different
processes is needed. For this reason a shared memory segment is used which can be accessed
by multiple processes. Also a synchronisation method is necessary for controlling access to the
shared data environment. Semaphores are used to prevent mutual exclusion, i.e. it is not possible
that multiple processes are reading or writing the same data variable at the same time.
To perform this task the generic communicator module makes use of the framework helpermodule shm.cpp. If new ROS messages are received, the ROS Communicator serializes the
message and the helper-module puts the resulting data to the shared memory segment, where the
framework further processes that data. The oppsite direction of data flow is also possible, which
forms a bidirectional communication. After the framework received new information from other
host systems and put it into the second channel of the shared memory, it can be read out, deserialized and published afterwards to the corresponding topics.

5.4.2.3

Message queue

There is yet another important communication channel between the communicator module and
the framework: a message queue object for updating configuration settings. The communicator
module includes the framework helper-module message_queue.cpp in combination with
the config_helper.h which provides functions to update the configuration settings of the
IMF during runtime.
This is necessary because the IMF runs completely decoupled from communicator modules and
does not know which topics are provided by or are needed from the communicator module. In
contrast to the communication via shared memory, the communication via a message queue is
only unidirectional.
Configuration of IMF via message queue: As already mentioned, the IMF has to know
which topic is available from ROS for pushing it to other systems or pulling it from other systems. If one or more communicator modules are started while the framework daemon process
is already running and has already initialized its configuration settings, the framework configuration has to be updated during runtime. The message queue object allows such configuration
updates after initialization.
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The config_helper module provides functionality to automatically set the correct configuration values by previously defined patterns. One example is the setting of the PUSH transmission rate of the “StringChatter” topic. The following config-key and -value are sent over the
message queue object to the framework:
(StringChatter.transmit_rate, 10)
The framework now iterates over all ROS messages in the DWH periodically and looks for the
particular config-value of “StringChatter.transmit_rate”, where “StringChatter” stands for the
iterated topic name.
5.4.2.4

Multiple communicator modules

It is possible to start more than one communicator modules. Each with different configuration
settings, because it makes no sense to subscribe and publish to the same topics twice. Various
communicator modules can be started and stopped independently, such that different kinds of
information can be exchanged according to the actual application.
Figure 5.19 illustrates the interaction between all components in an examle. Two communicator
modules are subscribing and publishing to different topics, but both exchanging their data with
the same message queue and shared memory segment.

Figure 5.19: Interfaces of ROS communicator package

5.4.2.5

Program workflow

The following tasks are executed by a communicator module:
1. Init message queue, put topics as configuration settings to message queue
2. Init shared memory
3. Init ROS-module as “generic_communicator” and node handler
4. Init ROS publishers
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5. Init ROS subscribers, declare callback functions
6. Check shared memory for new messages, serialize and publish them
7. Listen for subscribed topics; if message was received, put it to shared memory
8. Repeat steps 6-7 every MSG_UPDATE_RATE (=10Hz)

5.4.3

Topic configuration

Each generic communicator module includes an associated message_helper.h, i.e. for
every generic communicator module there exists one message-helper file. All configuration adjustments described below have to be done in that message-helper files.
The ROS Communicator distinguishes between incoming and outgoing topics. The Communicator subscribes to all incoming topics and publishes all configured outgoing topics.
Both incoming and outgoing topics share the same base structure. Each topic basically consists
of the tuple (topic name, type of topic). Configuring such tuples is enough for subscribing and publishing messages. An example of such a tuple can be the following, where the first
parameter is the name and the second parameter is the type of the topic:
(stringChatter, std_msgs::String)
Of course, the corresponding header file for the message structure must also be included to the
message-helper, e.g. “std_msgs/String.h”.

5.4.3.1

Incoming topics

Incoming topics are those to which the ROS Communicator is subscribed to. After receiving
a new message from other ROS packages, the new information must be sent to the framework
via the shared memory. Information provided by ROS to the IMF can be shared with other
systems, i.e. the IMF can PUSH information to other systems, or other systems can PULL this
information. Seen from the individual perspective of each system, this incoming configuration
can be seen as send-data configuration. The following attributes are, beside topic name and
type of topic, necessary:
• priority of the message
• transmission rate for pushing the information
• list of interested systems: the message is pushed only if at least one of those system-types
interested in this information is “online”.
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5.4.3.2

Outgoing topics

Configuring outgoing topics means that these topics wait for new information from other hosts
and will be published after the information has been received from the shared memory. Two
cases are distinguished: The topic is pushed by another system, hence it is received. If the topic
is needed, but no system pushes this information, the framework can ask someone else for the
topic (i.e. pull it). So the outgoing configuration can be seen as receive-data configuration with
the following attributes, excluding topic name and type of topic:
• request rate for pulling new information
• list of interested systems: the message is pulled only if at least one of those system-types
is “online”.
• allowed IDs: messages can be rejected if they are sent from “forbidden” systems. Maybe
a coupling should be configured between two systems, then it makes sense to configure
only one system ID.
• allowed systems: messages can also be filtered out if they are sent from undesirable
system types. It is also possible to configure a pairing between systems, then it makes
sense to configure only one system type.
So configuring a new topic needs two steps. First of all the header file for the message type must
be included. Then a new line must be added either to the incoming topics section or a line has to
be appended to the outgoing topics. A more detailed explanation of adding such lines is given
in Section 5.7.2.

5.5

Code organization

5.5.1

Information Management Framework

5.5.1.1

Directory structure

The directory of the core framework looks as follows:
bin/
build/
etc/
src/
lib/
drivers/
rivers/
service_modules/
main.cpp
doc/
makefile
README
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etc/ is the default folder for configuration files, i.e. any text files that should end with “.conf”,
but this is not mandatory. However, config files can also be stored at any other location.
The doc/ folder includes any text-files necessary for documentation, like documentation regarding the sequence of creating all threads etc.
Any C++ and header files are situated in the src/ directory. Reusable code is stored in the
src/lib/ directory, whereas the main.cpp is stored directly in the root-source folder. Running
the makefile will build the software from the src/ folder, saves all *.o files to the build/
directory and the executable file into the bin/ directory.
The README contains necessary tips how to start the program, install dependencies and it also
displays the directory structure described above.
5.5.1.2

Makefile

As already mentioned in the previous section the implemented makefile builds the whole framework and outputs executable files. It can be called via command line by the make command
to build it. make clean removes all built files again and finally make all executes both
commands, i.e. first cleanes the whole directory and then rebuilds it.
A few example lines of the makefile are listed below, which consists of a rule for building the
module object files and a cleanup rule:
...
######################
# Module object files:
$(BUILDDIR)/module_%.o: $(LIBDIR)/service_modules/%.$(SRCEXT) $(LIBDIR)/service_modules/%.$(HDREXT)
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c -o $@ $<
######################
# cleanup rule:
clean:
$(RM) $(TARGET) $(BUILDDIR)/*.o
...

5.5.1.3

main.cpp

The main modules’ task is to initialize all service modules, wait for them and un-initialize them
afterwards. The important part of the main.cpp is picked out and listet here:
void uinit_handler(int parameter) {
uinit_transport();
uinit_data_collector();
uinit_config();
exit(1);
}
...
init_config("etc/framework.conf", argv[0]);
init_data_collector();
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init_transport(get_config_int_value("driver"));
while (1) { }
// important: wait for other threads
uinit_handler(0);
After initialization of Config, Data Collector and Transport modules the main program waits independently except one of the signals SIGTERM, SIGINT, SIGQUIT interrupt the program e.g.
via keyboard combination STRG+C. Then the uinit_handler function is called to un-initialize
(i.e. free memory, ...) all service modules again.
The Config service module is initialized via the relative path to the configuration file as first input parameter and the actual physical path argv[0] as second parameter. The Transport module
must be initialized with a driver, selected via the configuration file.
5.5.1.4

Executing the IMF

The framework application is developed to run as a daemon process in the background. As
already described in section 5.5.1.3 the main.cpp initializes all service modules and starts
them afterwards. The service modules as well as the main module are running as threads in
parallel.
The process bin/main will start the IMF and can be stopped again by sending a kill signal.
Before running the executable, the configuration file (default path is ./etc/) has to be adapted.
5.5.1.5

Logging

The IMF provides a logging functionality for console output. Information about the framework
processing status is displayed to the user via log messages. Four well-known logging levels are
supported:
• DEBUG : Default log level. All debugging messages are assigned to this level.
• INFO : Information exchange and storage of data is situated in the information log level.
• WARN : Example warnings are if the WiFi connection is lost suddenly.
• ERROR : These are errors followed by a framework termination, e.g. configuration file
cannot be opened.
A threshold value can be set such that only higher prior log messages are displayed, i.e. if the
threshold level is set to WARN, then only warnings and errors are displayed. The default log
level can be increased by setting a higher level as numeric input parameter of the IMF executable
(e.g. DEBUG =0 and ERROR =3).
An example call could look like: bin/main 1 (where “1” stands for INFO ).

5.5.2
5.5.2.1

ROS Communicator package
Package architecture

Packages in ROS follow a common directory structure [33]. Here is an overview of the files
provided by the ROS Communicator package:
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include/
config_helper.h
framework.h
message_config.h
message_helper.h
serializer_helper.h
src/
generic_communicator.cpp
bin/
build_communicator.sh
startup_communicator.sh
generate_communicator.sh
template/
generic_communicator.cpp
message_helper.h
CMakeLists.txt
package.xml



























The package manifest package.xml is an XML file containing package description and package dependencies.
The CMakeLists.txt is the CMake build file necessary for building the package. This file
also consists of dependencies of other sources relevant for building, e.g. header files from the
IMF are included here.
Source modules are located in the src folder, where the main module named
generic_communicator.cpp is situated.
Helper-modules and the configuration file are situated in the include directory and implemented as C++ header files. The generic_communicator module requires the following
helper-modules:
• serializer_helper.h
• message_helper.h
• config_helper.h
serializer_helper.h provides all serialization functionality necessary to serialize and
deserialize ROS messages. All dynamic publish and subscribe calls, according to the configured
amount of topics and their message types, are done by the message_helper.h. The last
helper-module config_helper.h provides functions for updating configuration settings of
the core framework. This is done via message queues.
The framework.h file includes all needed dependencies from the IMF, e.g. shm.h for accessing shared memory.
Building and starting the communicator module can be done with the shell scripts located in the
bin folder.
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5.5.2.2

Generating a communicator module

As already mentioned, it is possible to run more than only one generic communicator module,
each with seperate configuration settings. To do so, a script generate_communicator.sh
was implemented which will create new communicator modules and the associated message
configuration files from a template directory. The script takes the files from the template/
directory, adjusts it (e.g. such that the new communicator module will include the new named
configuration file) and places the resulting two files to the src/ and include/ folders. It also
adds the new generated cpp-file to the CMakeLists.txt.
Both names of the generated files are extended by variable string which must be given as input
parameter to the generator script. For instance, a new communicator module can be generated
by the following command with the parameter “1”:
./bin/generate_communicator.sh 1
The resulting files are in this case:
src/generic_communicator1.cpp
include/message_config1.h




5.5.2.3

Running the ROS Communicator

Prerequisite: The ROS Communicator package uses IMF-libraries, so the FW_HOME environment variable must be set and point to the src/ directory of the IMF.
Before running a generic_communicator module, roscore must be started and the associated message_config.h must be adapted as explained in Section 5.4.3.
The default communicator module can be started with the following startup script:
./bin/start_communicator.sh
In order to have more than one communicator modules created by the generate script, these must
be started with an input parameter for the particular file extension, e.g. if the extension string
equals “1”:
./bin/start_communicator.sh 1

5.5.3

Repository and documentation

All implemented C and C++ modules are stored in a code repository2 . The code, a deployement
guide and also a tutorial for creating new drivers or generating ROS Communicator modules
is described in a seperate mediawiki3 . The repository as well as the wiki are managed by the
computer engineering institute E182/1.
2
3

Available at: https://forge.vmars.tuwien.ac.at
Available at: https://forge.vmars.tuwien.ac.at/projects/systemintercommunicationframework/wiki
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5.6
5.6.1

Testing
Information Management Framework

Testing the framework on one host only is possible by setting a few configuration variables in
the framework.conf file, for further details see Section 5.7.1.
First of all, the test.mode configuration must be set to TRUE. The positive test mode setting causes the framework to provide topics to the shared memory segment with a modified
topic name, by adding the string “_OUT” to it. For instance, a received message for the topic
“StringChatter” is provided to ROS with the modified topic name “StringChatter_OUT”. This
feature is necessary to publish and subscribe on one host to different topic names with the same
message.
Up next the own IP-address must be set to the loopback address “127.0.0.1” when using an IPrelevant driver. The transport service module checks all incoming messages and rejects its own
messages, which are messages received due to a sent broadcast. The check is done by comparing the sender IP-address with its own IP-address, and so “127.0.0.1” will never be the senders’
IP-address, but so it also works as valid address.
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 illustrate the described behaviour of a valid test.mode configuration.
In 5.20 a typical PUSH scenario (i.e. only one sent message) is shown, whereas Figure 5.21
displays a PULL scenario with two required messages (request and reponse). The left pictures
show testing between two systems, while the right pictures show the behaviour of testing on a
single system.

Figure 5.20: Pushing data in test mode

5.6.2

ROS Communicator package

For testing the ROS communicator package, two testmodules talker and listener from
package “beginner_tutorials” are used, which are available for download [33].
talker.cpp publishes various definable messages every second, e.g. “String.msg” and the
self created “Num.msg”. A String message consists of a string with variable length. The Num
message contains two integer numbers, one number is incremented every 1 sec and the other
number does not change.
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Figure 5.21: Pulling data in test mode

The second module listener.cpp is subscribed to various definable topics and outputs the
received message at the callback functions (i.e. prints both string and numbers to the command
line screen).
Both can be executed with the command rosrun beginner_tutorials talker or
rosrun beginner_tutorials listener .

5.7

System configuration

The system acts application independent, i.e. it is possible to configure the entire system behaviour. Configuring the system can be done in two ways:
• Seperate IMF configuration file
• One or more message-config header files for the individual generic communicator modules
All configuration settings are stored within the Information Management Framework (IMF),
which is the core component of the system. Figure 5.22 displays the two configuration possibilites. Either the IMF gathers initial configuration settings when starting up, or each ROS
Communicator can assign or update its own (topic dependent) configuration settings to the IMF
via a message queue channel during runtime of the framework.

5.7.1

IMF config file

The framework configuration can be set up with one single configuration file which is located
in the etc/ directory by default. This file is parsed during the initialization phase of the framework startup and affects the framework behavior. The content of this file, all possible config
settings as well as their default values are explained in Table 5.1. Such a configuration file does
not contain configuration settings for ROS topics and ROS messages, i.e. ROS Communicator
configuration settings are set by generic communicator modules seperately during runtime of
the IMF.
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Figure 5.22: System configuration

The first rows, except the test.mode entry, should be set when working with IP networks,
especially when working with WLANs.
It is not required to set ip_addr, net_mask or broadcast_addr. If one of these three entries are not set, the settings are directly adopted from the given ethernet interface. In particular,
the broadcast address is calculated from both IP address and subnet mask.
The wlan. settings are only relevant if the WLAN driver is selected. A special case is, when
no wlan. config entries are specified and the WLAN driver is selected: Then the WLAN driver
acts in the same behaviour as the LAN driver, i.e. the IMF will communicate via a WiFi (connected via the network manager of the operating system) of the specified ethernet interface, or
also via a connected cable if it’s no WiFi interface.
All implemented threads execute their inner program periodically, according to the interval.
settings. All these values are expressed in Hertz. interval.push_data and .pull_data
defines the minimum transmission intervals. This means that a topic is pushed, or pulled respectively, periodically.
The meta. settings are necessary to identify the system in a network. When working with
IP networks (LAN or WLAN driver) it’s not necessary to configure a value for the meta.id,
because the IP address is used as system ID then.
Two special configuration settings are ros.fetch.only_new, which means to fetch data
from the shared memory segment only if their value changed, and ros.provide.only_new,
which means to put messages to the shared memory segment only if they consist of new values.
Data is fetched from and provided to the shared memory from the river modules of the framework. Usually, if both values are set to FALSE, the river periodically updates the DWH with
data from the shared memory segment and also updates their last_modified attribute so it
seems that there are new messages received even if the values did not change. That’s why the
processes accessing the shared memory are completly decoupled. Exactly the same is true for
providing data, i.e. updating the shared memory segment with values from the DWH in a specified interval, even if they did not change. This behaviour corresponds to STATE information.
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Table 5.1: Configuration settings

Default value
TRUE
LAN
“eth0”
“adhoc-network-X”
“KAESE”
“26:B4:4E:46:70:89”
15000
15001
3
1
4
1
1
1
1
TRUE
TRUE
-

FALSE

Config key
test.mode
driver
ethernet_if
ip_addr
broadcast_addr
net_mask
wlan.essid
wlan.wep_key
wlan.ap_mac
socket.port.meta
socket.port.data
lifetime.hosts
interval.scan_hosts
interval.check_mq
interval.ros_river
interval.clear_data
interval.push_data
interval.pull_data
ros.fetch.only_new
ros.provide.only_new
meta.systemtype
meta.id

meta.require_ack
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TRUE, FALSE

Possible values
TRUE, FALSE
WLAN, LAN,
ethernet interface <string>
correct IP-address <string>
correct IP-address <string>
correct subnet mask <string>
<string>
<string>
correct MAC-address <string>
<float> value
<float> value
<int> value [sec]
<float> value [Hz]
<float> value [Hz]
<float> value [Hz]
<float> value [Hz]
<float> value [Hz]
<float> value [Hz]
TRUE, FALSE
TRUE, FALSE
ROVER, DRONE, OTHER
<int> value
need not be set when working with IP-drivers,
then the IP-address of the system is taken instead
require metadata-ACK message or not

interval for cleaning up unreachable hosts
interval for sending metadata broadcasts
interval for checking the message queue
interval for fetching/providing ROS data
interval for cleaning up the DWH
min. interval for pushing data
min. interval for pulling data
fetches only new (changed) data
provides only new (changed) data

WEP-key: strings with 5 or 13 characteres are allowed

Description
mode for debugging purposes and receiving own ip-packets

In order to solve that problem, these two configuration variables are available and should be
set to TRUE. Then the river module checks each serialized ROS message before fetching or
providing it, which can be seen as EVENT information. These checks are done by comparing
the message sizes and the values of the serialized byte-array. If both checks are successful, the
message is either fetched from or provided to the shared memory segment.

5.7.2

ROS Communicator

Implementing a configuration supporting all ROS topics, with different types of messages, was
not feasable to do in C, because there cannot be one array of configuration settings consisting
of message data-types which are known a priori. It is very difficult to solve this problem; one
solution aims to put all configuration settings into a header file. Header files are processed by
the preprocessor before compilation starts, so it is possible to declare different data types in a
dynamic way. These header files are then compiled to the resulting executable.
However, large configuration settings make only sense when putting related settings together
into a big object or array-structure. Therefore the widley used Boost preprocessor library is
used4 . This library adds the possibility to define macros in C-header files which can be used like
arrays and accessed in all other header files. It’s also possible to create C-functions dynamically
with predefined function-names.
Each generic communicator module has its own configuration file: message_config.h.
There is one macro at the top of that config file to configure the publish/subscribe interval of the
communicator module. The module periodically checks for subscribed topics and also checks
the shared memory segment for updates and eventually publishes relevant topics afterwards. The
waiting time between these checks is defined by this macro.
The two main configuration sections for setting incoming and outgoing topics (seen from the
IMF perspective) are also declared each as one macro TOPICS_IN and TOPICS_OUT. Table 5.2 gives an overview of these macros.
Macro name
MSG_UPDATE_RATE
TOPICS_IN
TOPICS_OUT

Default value
1

Possible values
<int> value [Hz]
list of 5-tuples
list of 6-tuples

Description
publish/subscribe interval
topics transmitted from
ROS to the IMF
topics transmitted from
the IMF back to ROS

Table 5.2: Macros of message config file
The incoming topics section declares topics and its messages to which the generic communicator
module subscribes to and puts it into the shared memory segment after a message was received.
Therefore these topics are especially relevant for transmitting those generated information to
4
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Available at http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_55_0/libs/preprocessor/doc/

other systems. Transmitting data also needs some configuration which is declared directly here
within this list of incoming topics. A configuring tuple for an incoming topic looks like the
following:
#define TOPICS_IN ((topic, message_type, valid_for_time, priority, transmission_rate,
interested_systems))

Outgoing topics are configured similar to incoming topics. These are those topics to read from
the shared memory segment and to publish afterwards using ROS. If a topic is really needed and
provided by other systems, it can be pulled. So the list of outgoing topics include settings for
PULL configurations. An example tuple with 6 elements declaring an outgoing topic is listed
below.
#define TOPICS_OUT ((topic, message_type, valid_for_time, pull_request_rate,
interested_systems, allowed_ids, allowed_systems))

Both incoming and outgoing topic configurations are transmitted to the IMF via a message queue
channel after startup of the generic communicator module. The IMF parses such config messages and updates the configuration of the framework.
A config message consists of a key/value pair, where the key has the format <topic.config_key>.
Details about the message queue channel are explained in Section 5.4.2.3.
For instance, if a transmission_rate of 0.2 Hz for topic stringChatter is set, the key/value
pair sent via the message queue looks like the following:
( “stringChatter.transmission_rate” , “0.2” )
Table 5.3 gives an overview of all allowed settings for the configuration of topics. There are
two configuration keys which are quite special and therefore are described in more detail.
The first one is transmission_rate which can take three different values:
>0 : means that the message of this topic is pushed periodically and therefore is suitable for
STATE information.
0 : the information is not pushed periodically, instead it’s pushed only when its value changes
and for this reason it is well suited for EVENT information.
DO_NOT_PUSH : this value is self explaining and means that the topic is put to the DWH but
not pushed to other systems, i.e. if other systems want this information they have to pull
it.

The combination with interested_systems means additionally the information is only
pushed to those types of systems.
The second special configuration are the different values of pull_request_rate:
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Tuple element
topic
message_type
valid_for_time

Possible values
<topic name>
<data type>
<float> [sec],
ALWAYS_VALID
Incoming configuration:
priority
PRIO_LOW,
PRIO_MID,
PRIO_HIGH
transmission_rate
<float> [Hz],
DO_NOT_PUSH
interested_systems <list> of the constants:
TYPE_ROVER,
TYPE_DRONE,
TYPE_OTHER
or EMPTY_LIST
Outgoing configuration:
pull_request_rate
<float> [Hz],
DO_NOT_PULL
interested_systems <list> of the constants:
TYPE_ROVER,
TYPE_DRONE,
TYPE_OTHER
or EMPTY_LIST
allowed_ids
<list> of <int>,
EMPTY_LIST

Example value
stringChatter
std_msgs::String
ALWAYS_VALID

Description
name of topic
type of ROS message
lifetime of information

PRIO_LOW

priority of pushed message

0

interval for pushing this
message to other hosts
list of interested systems,
if NULL PUSH is sent
nevertheless without a check

allowed_systems

|TYPE_ROVER|

<list> of the constants:
TYPE_ROVER,
TYPE_DRONE,
TYPE_OTHER
or EMPTY_LIST

|TYPE_ROVER|

0.2
|TYPE_ROVER|

1330|1200

Table 5.3: Macros of message config file
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interval for pulling this
message from other hosts
list of interested systems,
if NULL PULL is sent
nevertheless without a check

meta IDs or EMPTY_LIST
if messages are not filtered
by their system ID
systemtypes or
EMPTY_LIST if messages
are not filtered by their
system type

>0 : if the information was not updated by pushed messages of other systems, the information
is periodically pulled with the given interval.
DO_NOT_PULL : this value says that the information will not be pulled and only be pushed
by other systems eventually.

The allowed_ids and allowed_systems configurations combine this pulling method
with the possibility to only pull information from either one specified system or more specified
systems, or from one or more defined system types. Filtering incoming messages according
to their system type or even system-ID can also be used for pairing of systems. An example
scenario of such a pairing are two robots carrying together some part of heavy metal which must
not fall down.
In particular, allowed_ids are meta-IDs and must be specified as a list of <int> values as
described in Table 5.3. When working with IP networks, each system has its own IP address
(e.g. “10.2.0.15”) set as meta-ID. To allow only specific system-IDs (i.e. specific IP addresses)
these addresses must be converted to <int> values before. For this reason a script was written
which is contained in the IMF source folder and compiled via the makefile. The compiled
executable can be called with the following command:
./bin/ip_to_num 10.2.0.15
The resulting integer conversion of such an IP address is printed to the screen and can be used
for configuration settings.
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CHAPTER

Evaluation
In this chapter, we evaluate the implemented Information Management Framework (IMF) together with the implemented ROS Communicator package for information exchange between
autonomous systems and also information exchange between the framework and ROS.
In the first section the evaluation methodology and the testing environment are described. The
second section explains various testcases to show that the system fulfills its job. Finally in this
chapter, results of tests carried out are discussed.

6.1

Methodology

The Evaluation chapter demonstrates that the theoretic requirements from Chapter 4 are fulfilled
and that the implemented software from Chapter 5 works in practise.
The experimental scenario can be described as follows: two rovers meet each other outdoors
(i.e. they are connected via a network) and exchange information afterwards. Sensors of robot
A measure some environmental parameters and therefore the rover has stored some relevant
information. Robot B also stores some information generated by its own sensors. After information exchange, the information exists in the databases of both rovers.

6.1.1

Test arrangement

The IMF as well as the ROS Communicator package run on any Linux OS. However the ROS
Communicator package needs the ROS libraries installed on the operating system1 .
Both software components (IMF and ROS Communicator) can be deployed at any robot system
or computer. For testing the implementation no rovers or other robot systems are used, instead
testing is done with two laptop computers. Each laptop consists of a running Ubuntu Linux
12.04.1 LTS and an already installed ROS Groovy Galapagos version. Since the laptops provide
a similar platform (i.e. OS and ROS) as it is used for robots that run ROS, this setup can be used
1

See ROS installation instructions, available at: http://wiki.ros.org/groovy/Installation/
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6

to simulate communication between real robots. Thereby, sensor measurements can be obtained
from a virtual sensor that generates data.

Figure 6.1: Test arrangement
Figure 6.1 diplays the test network. Three devices are used: Two laptop computers exchanging
information via an WLAN AccessPoint. So no ad hoc networks are used, instead the already
existing WiFi infrastructure of the laboratory is used.
Both laptops must be connected to this WLAN. As the establishment of an WLAN connection
is not part of this thesis, this setting does not compromise the evaluation.
IP addresses are set automatically via DHCP. The IMF will automatically calculate the broadcast
address out of assigned IP address and subnet mask. For example, 10.0.0.8/16 (= subnet mask
255.255.0.0) will lead to the broadcast address: 10.0.255.255, which means that all devices in
the same subnet will receive a broadcast message.
Further, systems with these settings having an IMF connected to that network, but situated in
other laboratory rooms or buildings, can also share information.

6.1.2

Evaluation process

Evaluating the systems’ behaviour is done by a simulation of the standard workflow developed
for this thesis: Information is produced in ROS at system A. By subscribing to a specified topic,
this information is stored and filtered into the IMF of system A and transmitted to other systems.
In particular, information is transmitted to a connected system B. System B receives that information, also stores it in its IMF database and publishes it to a ROS topic again.
The modes already explained in Section 5.6 are used for testing. Exchange of various data
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messages is not done simultaneously, i.e. systems either act as information producer or information consumer. This is required to check if a transmitted information from system A will be
received within a few milliseconds by system B, i.e. verification is done step-by-step by the
user. In contrast to data messages, exchange of metadata messages is of course happening in
parallel.
Each test case described in the next section is verified by a predefined sequence of tasks:
0. Prerequisite: The laptop computers must be connected to the (wireless) network. This can
be easily checked by running a ping command in the command line of the virtual machine.
1. Adjust IMF configuration files (see Section 5.7.1)
2. Start IMF
→ If correct configuration settings are assigned, connected systems are automatically recognized by the IMF
3. Adjust message config files of generic communicator modules from ROS Communicator
package according to respective test case (see Section 5.7.2)
4. Start generic communicator modules according to respective test case
→ All defined test cases only need one generic communicator module per system
5. Check test case result

6.2
6.2.1

Experiments
Tasks of test devices

Experiments are done on two laptop computers as described in the previous section. Each of
the dedicated computers has a dedicated job, i.e. one system acts as the information producer
and the other system acts as information receiver node in the network. Therefore each system
uses different configuration settings as well as different processes for producing or consuming
information. The order of running processes is compared in the following table:
The following processes run at System A:

The following processes run at System B:

1. roscore

1. roscore

2. $FW_HOME/bin/main (IMF)

2. $FW_HOME/bin/main (IMF)

3. bin/start_communicator.sh
(executed in root folder of ROS Communicator package)

3. beginner_tutorials listener

4. beginner_tutorials talker

4. bin/start_communicator.sh
(executed in root folder of ROS Communicator package)
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Before starting the generic_communicator, the associated message-config file must be
adjusted on both systems according to the respective test case.
For all experiments both systems use the same IMF configuration file with default settings. The
remaining lines of the framework.conf file are displayed:
test.mode
meta.systemtype

FALSE
ROVER

These settings mean that both systems act as Rovers and the test mode is inactive, i.e. no ROS
topics are “loopedback” as explained in Section 5.6.

6.2.2

Testdata

As already mentioned in Section 6.1.1 information producing sensors as well as information consuming actuators of robot systems are simulated in this evaluation process. The ROS talker
module acts as information producer and generates messages of topic “StringChatter”. Such a
StringMsg object consists of one sentence filled with characters and a number at the end of the
sentence. Its number is incremented every second and then it is published.
The listener module simulates an information consumer, i.e. it is subscribed to the “StringChatter” topic and outputs new information on the screen.

6.2.3

Test cases

In order to get a good and high test coverage (also known as code coverage), functions and
services provided by the IMF must be covered with adequate test cases. Test coverage is an instrument to identify the quality of the software with its provided functions. High coverage means
that the software has been tested thoroughly and has therefore a lower chance of containing software bugs or other system faults. Within this evaluation process, attempts have been made to
find a comprehensive and balanced combination of test cases, which cover most functions.
The high level functionality of the framework running on a system can be categorized as the
following:
META: Systems must recognize each other as soon as they are connected via a network, i.e.
each system scans its surrounding and updates its list of reachable systems.
PUSH: Systems can push information which is stored in their respective data warehouses (DWH).
Systems also have to decide to either keep received information or discard it if the information is not relevant for the system.
PULL: Systems can pull information, when it is needed by the system. The requesting system
waits for a replied data message, whereas other systems can response to this PULL request
if they have stored the requested information.
CLEANUP: Invalid information must be cleared from the DWH in order to release memory
and therefore save energy.
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The developed test cases are grouped according to this classification of provided functionality.
Each test case has a description (corresponding to configuration settings) and eventually needs a
precondition, which must be fulfilled before the test is started. The expected result is partitioned
to both systems, i.e. system A has an expected result as well as there is an expected result for
system B for each test case.
All test cases work with the default configuration settings listed in the previous section. So
for each test case only the message_config.h files must be adapted as it is described here
after.
6.2.3.1

Metadata

Testing metadata functionality of the framework means to check if systems recognize other
systems in the network. If systems “go offline” (i.e. they are not reachable any more) then
it’s also the task of the framework to clear those hosts from the hosts list. This two cases are
displayed in Table 6.1.
Category

Description

Precondition

Expected result
(1st system)

Expected result
(2nd system)

META #1
META #2

Scan hosts
Clear hosts

2nd host has gone offline

New host is recognized and added to hosts list
Hosts are cleared according to the configured
lifetime → hosts list is empty

Table 6.1: Metadata test cases
Exchange of metadata does not cohere with any exchange of information produced by ROS or
which is useful for ROS, so for these two testcases the ROS Communicator config file is not
needed and can be ignored.
6.2.3.2

Information PUSH

Pushing information means to transmit data from system A to system B, whereas state information is sent periodically with a defined transmission rate and also event information is transmitted
after an event occurs (i.e. when the information is updated).
Test cases for pushing information are listed in Table 6.2. The first two cases cover event information, followed by a pair of test cases to cover state information. Test cases #5 and #6 simulate
information which is only relevant for specific system types, and therefore information is only
exchanged if system B is of the defined type.
To push topic “StringChatter”, it must be configured at system A as incoming topic and at system
B as outgoing topic in the message_config.h file of the generic communicator module. At
system B this file content looks like the following:
#define TOPICS_OUT \
((stringChatter, std_msgs::String, ALWAYS_VALID, \
DO_NOT_PULL, EMPTY_LIST, EMPTY_LIST, EMPTY_LIST)) \
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Category

Description

Precondition

Expected result
(1st system)

Expected result
(2nd system)

PUSH #1

Event (value changed),
priority=MID,
valid=ALWAYS

-

Message sent.

PUSH #2

Event
(value
not
changed, 2nd host
goes online),
priority=NO,
valid=ALWAYS
State (rate=1Hz),
priority=MID,
valid=ALWAYS

-

Message sent after destination host has gone
online.

Message received:
- after value has changed
- priority=MID
- value is correct
Message received:
- priority=NO
- value is correct

2nd host is online

Message
1Hz..

sent

every

PUSH #4

State (rate=0,1Hz),
priority=HIGH,
valid=ALWAYS

2nd host is online

Message
0,1Hz.

sent

every

PUSH #5

State (rate=1Hz),
interested_systems=
ROVER|DRONE,
valid=ALWAYS
State (rate=1Hz),
interested_systems=
DRONE,
valid=ALWAYS

2nd host is online
{systemtype=
ROVER}

Message
1Hz.

sent

every

2nd host is online
{systemtype=
ROVER}

No Message is sent.

PUSH #3

PUSH #6

Message received:
- every 1Hz
- priority=MID
- value is correct
Message received:
- every 0,1Hz
- priority=HIGH
- value is correct
Message received:
- every 1Hz
- value is correct
No Message received.

Table 6.2: Information PUSH test cases

It’s important for system B to assign the DO_NOT_PULL setting to this topic, because it is
automatically pushed by the other system.
The config file content of system A is displayed below. System A acts as pusher, so this line
must be adapted with each test case description entry. The following line corresponds to the first
test case of Table 6.2:
#define TOPICS_IN \
((stringChatter, std_msgs::String, ALWAYS_VALID, PRIO_MID, 0, EMPTY_LIST)) \

6.2.3.3

Information PULL

Pulling information only makes sense if the needed kind of information is not automatically
pushed by other systems. System A needs some information and sends a request message to
system B. System B sends a response message including the needed information. A special
functionality of the PULL mechanism is that two or more systems can enter a pairing mode.
Distributed robot systems working togehter to fulfill a common job (e.g. construction of a car in
an automated car manufatory) can be paired, i.e. they communicate with each other and accept
messages from the paired systems only.
Testcases for pulling information are listed in Table 6.3. The first two test cases simulate pulling
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of information with different PULL rates, followed by two cases where the second system does
not store the requested information or other systems are not reachable. Test cases #5 to #8 cover
pairing configuration settings, i.e. information is accepted at the requesting system only if the
responding system is “allowed to”, which means that the system is in the allowed list of systems
(=whitelist). #9 and #10 simulate information which is only relevant for specific system types,
i.e. needed information is only pulled if the specified system types are reachable.
PULL configuration settings can be seen as inverse PUSH configuration, i.e. system A has to
configure outgoing topics and system B must configure incoming topics.
Taking the first test case as an example, the message-config file of system A has the following
content:
#define TOPICS_OUT \
((stringChatter, std_msgs::String, ALWAYS_VALID, \
1, EMPTY_LIST, EMPTY_LIST, EMPTY_LIST)) \

System B acts as responding system and therefore must produce and store the information, so
the configuration file looks like the following:
#define TOPICS_IN \
((stringChatter, std_msgs::String, ALWAYS_VALID, PRIO_MID, DO_NOT_PUSH, EMPTY_LIST)) \

It’s important for system B to assign the DO_NOT_PUSH setting to this topic, otherwise the
information will automatically be pushed to reachable systems and so it will not be pulled by
system A.
6.2.3.4

Information cleanup

Cleaning up invalid information is important to save memory storage and also energy. Each
kind of information has a configured lifetime, so “invalid” means that the associated lifetime of
information is over, i.e. the kind of information was not updated for a longer period.
Three test cases are necessary to cover both, event as well as state information. Information is pushed, so the configuration settings from Section 6.2.3.2 can be used, except the ALWAYS_VALID entry which is set to 10 for these tests, such that this information is invalidated
after 10 seconds.
These test cases are listed in Table 6.4.

6.2.4

Results

All test cases explained in the previous section were completed successfully and cover the functionality of the implemented software components. Due to the lasts it can be assumed that the
IMF is suitable for real-life examples as illustrated in Section 4.1. A few test cases are picked
out in detail to show that they indeed correspond to actual scenarios of communicating robot
systems and inter-vehicle communication (IVC).
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Category

Description

Precondition

Expected result
(1st system)

Expected result
(2nd system)

PULL #1

rate=1Hz,
valid=ALWAYS

2nd host is online

PULL-request received.
PULL-response sent.

PULL #2

rate=0,1Hz,
valid=ALWAYS

2nd host is online

PULL #3

rate=1Hz,
valid=ALWAYS

2nd host is offline

PULL #4

rate=1Hz,
valid=ALWAYS

PULL #5

rate=1Hz,
allowed_systems=
ROVER|DRONE,
allowed_ids= |,
valid=ALWAYS
rate=1Hz,
allowed_systems=
DRONE,
allowed_ids= |,
valid=ALWAYS
rate=1Hz,
allowed_systems= |,
allowed_id=
“10.0.0.2”|“10.0.0.100”,
valid=ALWAYS
rate=1Hz,
allowed_systems= |,
allowed_ids=
|“10.0.0.100”,
valid=ALWAYS
rate=1Hz,
interested_systems=
ROVER|DRONE,
valid=ALWAYS
rate=1Hz,
interested_systems=
DRONE,
allowed_ids= |,
valid=ALWAYS

2nd host is online,
information is not
available at 2nd
system
2nd host is online
{systemtype=
ROVER,
IP=“10.0.0.2”}

PULL-request sent (1Hz).
PULL-response received.
Data accepted.
PULL-request
sent
(0,1Hz).
PULL-response received.
Data accepted.
PULL-request sent (1Hz).
No PULL-response received.
PULL-request sent (1Hz).
No PULL-response received.
PULL-request sent (1Hz).
PULL-response received.
Data accepted.

PULL-request received.
PULL-response sent.

2nd host is online
{systemtype=
ROVER,
IP=“10.0.0.2”}

PULL-request sent (1Hz).
PULL-response received.
But data not accepted.

PULL-request received.
PULL-response sent.

2nd host is online
{systemtype=
ROVER,
IP=“10.0.0.2”}

PULL-request sent (1Hz).
PULL-response received.
Data accepted.

PULL-request received.
PULL-response sent.

2nd host is online
{systemtype=
ROVER,
IP=“10.0.0.2”}

PULL-request sent (1Hz).
PULL-response received.
But data not accepted.

PULL-request received.
PULL-response sent.

2nd host is online
{systemtype=
ROVER,
IP=“10.0.0.2”}
2nd host is online
{systemtype=
ROVER,
IP=“10.0.0.2”}

PULL-request sent (1Hz).
PULL-response received.
Data accepted.

PULL-request received.
PULL-response sent.

No PULL-request sent.

No Message received.

PULL #6

PULL #7

PULL #8

PULL #9

PULL #10

Table 6.3: Information PULL test cases
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PULL-request received.
PULL-response sent.

-

PULL-request received.
No PULL-response sent.

Category

Description

Precondition

Expected result
(1st system)

Expected result
(2nd system)

CLEANUP #1

PUSH
Event
(value changes),
valid=10sec

2nd host is online

Message received.
Data is cleared
10sec.

PUSH
State
(rate = 1Hz),
valid=10sec
PUSH
State
(rate = 1Hz),
valid=10sec

2nd host is online,
value is constantly
changing at host 1
2nd host is online,
value was last
changed at host 1
a long time ago

Message sent when
value changes.
Data is cleared after
10sec.
Message sent every
1sec.
No data is cleared.
Message sent every
1sec.
Data is cleared after
10sec.
→ no more
messages are sent

CLEANUP #2

CLEANUP #3

after

Message received every
1sec.
No data is cleared.
Message received every
1sec.
Data is cleared after
10sec.

Table 6.4: Information cleanup test cases

META: Information can be exchanged if two or more systems are connected. Discovering
which systems are connected is done via exchange of metadata, which is shown in Figure 6.2.
A continously updated list of reachable systems is covered by test cases META #1 and #2. Cars
at intersections, for example, must know which other cars are available to share information.

Figure 6.2: Example console output of metadata exchange

PUSH: The default method for sharing information is demonstrated by test case PUSH #1.
The console output of this test case is displayed in Figure 6.3.
For instance, the case of an emergency car, which pushes important information with higher
priority, was tested within PUSH #4.
Test case #6 is a good example for controlling information exchange, e.g. a robot system of
type drone only exchanges information with other drones. In this special case no information is
exchanged between a drone and a rover, so unnecessary network traffic is prevented.
PULL: Information PULL can be used, when an autonomous system is interested in a specific
kind of information, which might not be pulled by default. For instance, if a car meets a weather
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Figure 6.3: Example console output of PUSH messages

base station, it can pull for the weather forecast information. This behaviour is demonstrated
by test cases PULL #1 to #4. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the console output of two systems: one
system is requesting data; the other system is responsing to these requests with data.

Figure 6.4: Example console output of PULL request messages

Figure 6.5: Example console output of PULL response messages

CLEANUP: Saving memory and also energy is important for every mobile device, especially
for moving autonomous systems. For instance, a car which leaves a highway will not need
information about highway details any more. Such kinds of information can be cleared. Both
test cases have demonstrated the correct system behaviour. Their corresponding console output
is illustrated in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Example console output of information cleanup
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CHAPTER

Conclusion
Within this thesis a communication framework for controlling the exchange of information between ROS based autonomous systems has been implemented and evaluated. Such a framework
can be installed on many types of autonomous system, so connected systems can control their
information exchange. The implemented Information Management Framework (IMF) contains
a ROS communicator module for sharing data between the IMF and ROS.
Robot operating system (ROS) is an existing and established hardware abstraction layer for robot
systems which provides mechanisms for information exchange within the robot platform. ROS
can be deployed on many distributed robots and is already used by many universities and consortia.
The implemented framework as well as the ROS communicator module are application independent and fully configurable by the user. Two network drivers for LAN and WLAN are supported
at the moment. Most autonomous systems are equipped with current WiFi technology. But the
framework can easily be extended for use with other drivers, like Bluetooth, by implementing a
separate driver module.
The framework is compatible with most autonomous systems using a Unix OS. The goal was a
framework that can operate on almost any system, especially on moving robot systems.
Applications of todays cars and other moving autonomous systems require a functionality for the
exchange of information with other systems. Experiments showed that these requirements are
passed by the IMF, e.g. discovering the network, information exchange and information storage
management.
The IMF is an ideal software framework to share data between cars, road side units and other
systems. All systems have the ability to use the framework and share information.
There are a lot of example scenarios where the exchange of information is either actually needed,
or would at least help systems and also drivers of cars by providing better driving assistence
based on received information.
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